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Preface by the Workshop Organizers

This volume contains the proceedings of the Second International Workshop on Automatic

Translation for Sign and Spoken Languages (AT4SSL 2023)1, hosted by the 24th Annual Con-

ference of The European Association for Machine Translation (EAMT 2023)2. This workshop

is a venue for presenting and discussing (complete, ongoing or future) research on automatic

translation between sign and spoken languages.

AT4SSL 2021 The first edition of the AT4SSL workshop3 was co-located with the AMTA

conference in 2021. The workshop was conducted online, featured eight long papers, presenting

completed work, and three short papers, presenting ongoing work were accepted for presentation,

and was attended by approximately 35 participants.

AT4SSL 2023 scope and theme The main theme of the 2023 edition of the AT4SSL

workshop is Sign language parallel data – challenges, solutions and resolutions : Data is one

of the key factors for the success of today’s AI, including language and translation models for

sign and spoken languages. However, when it comes to processing sign language and training

machine-learning systems we face the problems of small volumes of (parallel) data, large veracity

in terms of origin of annotations (deaf or hearing interpreters), non-standardized annotations

(e.g. glosses differ across corpora), video quality or recording setting, and others. In this edition

of the workshop we focus on the discussion of data quantity, data quality, (re)sources, ethical

and ownership concerns.

Submissions and programme The workshop welcomed two types of contributions: long and

short research papers. AT4SSL 2023 received a total of 9 new submissions (4 long and 5 short

papers). Following the peer-review process, 6 submissions were accepted (3 long and 3 short

papers), resulting in an acceptance rate of 67% that highlights the quality of the submissions

received.

The accepted papers cover a diverse range of topics related to automatic translation between

signed and spoken languages, and focus on data resources, linguistics and machine translation

1https://sites.google.com/tilburguniversity.edu/at4ssl2023/home
2https://events.tuni.fi/eamt23/
3Dimitar Shterionov, ed. Proceedings of the 1st International Workshop on Automatic Translation for Signed

and Spoken Languages (AT4SSL). Virtual: Association for Machine Translation in the Americas, Aug. 2021.

url: https://aclanthology.org/2021.mtsummit-at4ssl.0.
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(MT) systems. The papers by McGill, E. and Saggion, H., and by De Sisto, M. et al. present

new sign language corpora for BSL, VGT and NGT; the paper by Declerck, T. et al. present a

unified RDF-based representation for various type of data aiming to facilitate a common signed

and spoken language repository; Moryoseff, A. et al. present in their paper a new baseline

MT based on a transformation from text to glosses to poses and to video in the context of

translation into SL for DGS. The work presented by the paper of Hollain, N. et al. investigates

the use of approximative linguistic features for sign language processing, seeking improvements

over landmark-based features; the paper by Mohammed, Z. and Murtagh, I. presents their work

on integrating gerunds of Irish SL in a computational lexicon framework.

In this works we feature two keynote speakers: Vincent Vandeghinste (INT, The Nether-

lands) and Mathias Müller (UZH, Switzerland) who will talk about general challenges related to

sign language data and its use within current NLP tools, and the processing of the JWSigning

corpus, respectively. In addition, a round table discussion will facilitate an open discussion be-

tween the attendees of the workshop centred around the topic: The gap between MT for spoken

and MT for signed languages: data and technology challenges.

SignON and EASIER This workshop is organised jointly by members of the SignON (www.

signon-project.eu) and EASIER (www.project-easier.eu) projects. Both SignON and

EASIER are Horizon 2020 projects, funded under the Horizon 2020 program ICT-57-2020 - “An

empowering, inclusive, Next Generation Internet” with Grant Agreement number 101017255

and 101016982 respectively.

We sincerely thank everyone that contributed to this edition of the AT4SSL workshop: the

authors of the submitted papers for their interest in the topic; the Programme Committee

members for their valuable feedback and insightful comments; the EAMT organizers for their

support.

We hope you enjoy reading the papers and we are looking forward to a fruitful and enriching

workshop!

June 2023,

D. Shterionov, M. De Sisto, M. Müller, D. Van Landuyt, R. Omardeen, S. Oboyle, A. Braffort,

F. Roelofsen, F. Blain, B. Vanroy, E. Avramidis
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Abstract

Sign language processing is the field of

research that aims to recognize, retrieve,

and spot signs in videos. Various ap-

proaches have been developed, varying in

whether they use linguistic features and

whether they use landmark detection tools

or not. Incorporating linguistics holds

promise for improving sign language pro-

cessing in terms of performance, general-

izability, and explainability. This paper fo-

cuses on the task of sign spotting and aims

to expand on the approximative linguistic

features that have been used in previous

work, and to understand when linguistic

features deliver an improvement over land-

mark features. We detect landmarks with

Mediapipe and extract linguistically rele-

vant features from them, including hand-

shape, orientation, location, and move-

ment. We compare a sign spotting model

using linguistic features with a model op-

erating on landmarks directly, finding that

the approximate linguistic features tested

in this paper capture some aspects of signs

better than the landmark features, while

they are worse for others.

1 Introduction

Sign Language Processing (SLP) (Bragg et al.,

2019; Moryossef and Goldberg, 2021) is the field

of research that studies how signs and signed

phrases can be recognized, retrieved and spot-

ted in videos. Key approaches differ with re-

© 2023 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
Commons 4.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CC-
BY-ND.

Figure 1: Four methods for sign language processing

spect to whether they attempt to leverage linguis-

tics/phonology, and the way in which they do it,

as shown in Figure 1. Some recent work used

pixel information as input (Approach A) without

explicitly considering linguistic features that are

relevant for sign language (e.g. handshape and ori-

entation of the hand) (Momeni et al., 2020; Jiang

et al., 2021). On the other hand, earlier work in

sign language recognition proposed methods to ex-

tract phonological properties of signs from pixel

information (Bowden et al., 2004; Von Agris et al.,

2008; Han et al., 2009; Zaki and Shaheen, 2011)

(Approach B). Other approaches have applied a

landmark detection tool, such as OpenPose, to ob-

tain the location of landmarks in the body from the

pixel input and used them to train a model (Ko

et al., 2018; Ko et al., 2019) (Approach C). An-

gle and distance features which approximate the

phonological properties of a sign have also been

extracted from these landmarks (Shin et al., 2021;

Hussain et al., 2022; Farhan and Madi, 2022) (Ap-

proach D). SLP research seeks to use approxima-

tive features where possible to avoid the computa-

tional overhead of calculating features that reflect

linguistic properties exactly. An approximation is

considered sufficiently good if it contributes to the

performance of an SLP system.

D. Shterionov, M. De Sisto, M. Müller, D. Van Landuyt, R. Omardeen, S. Oboyle, A. Braffort, F. Roelofsen, F. Blain, B. Vanroy, E. Avramidis

Proceedings of the 2nd International Workshop on Automatic Translation for Signed and Spoken Languages, p. 3–12
Tampere, Finland, June 2023.



Incorporating linguistic features holds great

promise for improving SLP in terms of generaliz-

ability and explainability. The drawback of incor-

porating linguistic features based on pixel informa-

tion, as in Approach B, is that this method is sen-

sitive to particular properties of the training data,

such as the lighting conditions, the skin colour

of the signer, the color and shape of the signer’s

clothes, and the recording background. Approach

D, which we pursue here, improves on this by im-

plementing a modular approach which is poten-

tially more robust because linguistic features are

extracted from landmarks rather than pixel input.

The purpose of this paper is to move research

adopting Approach D beyond the current state of

the art. We make two contributions. First, we

expand the inventory of approximative linguistic

features that are used for SLP. Second, we seek to

understand when linguistic features deliver an im-

provement over the landmark features from which

they are produced. In contrast, previous work

solely focused on the ability of linguistic features

to improve performance of SLP systems and did

not examine what makes these features important.

The reason why linguistic features extracted

from landmarks can be anticipated to be more ro-

bust is that the modularity of this approach makes

it possible to use existing tools for landmark de-

tection, such as Mediapipe (Zhang et al., 2020),

OpenPose (Cao et al., 2017), or MMPose (Sen-

gupta et al., 2020). Mediapipe, for instance, has

been trained on a large-scale, in-the-wild dataset

(as well as curated and synthetic data) with high

variability in background, lighting conditions, the

skin colour of subjects, and other visual artifacts.

In addition, the modular nature of the approach

makes it straightforward to incorporate future im-

provements of landmark detection technologies as

they become available.

This paper focuses on the task of sign spotting,

which has as its goal to determine when a given

target sign occurs in a video of continuous signing.

Sign spotting is distinct from sign recognition, be-

cause we need to establish when a sign occurs in

a given video. Recognition only uses video seg-

ments in which one isolated sign is performed.

Building on the aforementioned work in sign

language recognition (SLR) (Shin et al., 2021;

Hussain et al., 2022; Farhan and Madi, 2022), we

first detect landmarks with Mediapipe and then

extract linguistically relevant features from these

landmarks. In the extraction phase, we expand on

previous work in that we do not only extract fea-

tures that serve as an approximate representation

of the handshape of the signer, but also features

that correspond to other relevant properties, such

as the orientation of the hand, its location relative

to the body, and its movement through space.

We compare a sign spotting model which makes

use of these approximative linguistic features with

one that operates on landmarks directly (approach

D and C, respectively). We find that the approxi-

mate linguistic features tested in this paper capture

some aspects of signs better than the landmark fea-

tures, while they are worse for others. Our code is

made available on Github1.

2 Background

2.1 Sign language phonology and phonetics

Sign language phonology studies the articulation

of signs within and across different sign languages.

Typically, the phonological properties of a sign are

split up into manual and non-manual properties.

Non-manual properties pertain to the face, in par-

ticular the mouth, and the signer’s body posture

(Pendzich, 2020). Manual phonological proper-

ties pertain to the shape, orientation, location and

movement of the signer’s hands (Stokoe, 1960;

Battison, 1978; Van der Kooij, 2002; Sandler,

2012; Brentari et al., 2018; Brentari, 2019). We

focus here on manual phonological properties.

The phonology of a sign is not the only factor

that influences how the sign is articulated in real-

ity. The specific characteristics of the signer, such

as their emotional state, language background, age

and gender, can change how signs are performed in

practice. Moreover, the linguistic context in which

the sign is uttered, in particular the previous and

subsequent sign, is an important factor in a sign’s

articulation. The concrete realisation of signs, as

influenced by these factors and more, is studied

in the field of sign language phonetics (Crasborn,

2012; Tyrone, 2020). In this work, we focus on

the basic phonological parameters that we intro-

duced above, leaving the study of phonetics to fu-

ture work.

2.2 Sign spotting

We give a brief overview of notable work on sign

spotting before describing what distinguishes our

1https://github.com/nataliehh/Linguistic-Features-for-Sign-
Spotting
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work from what has already been done. A variety

of methods have been applied in previous work,

including dynamic time warping (Viitaniemi et al.,

2014), conditional random fields (Cho et al., 2009;

Yang and Lee, 2010), hierarchical sequential pat-

terns (Ong et al., 2014) and hidden Markov mod-

els (Elmezain et al., 2008). Typically, these ap-

proaches were applied to datasets that only con-

tained a small set of signs and signers. More re-

cently, the focus has been on the application of

deep learning methods, such as 3D convolution

(Jiang et al., 2021; Wong et al., 2023; Enrıquez

et al., 2022).

We highlight in particular the work of Momeni

et al. (2020), which proposed a framework for

continuous sign spotting called ‘watch, read and

lookup’. A model was trained to create sign spot-

ting embeddings using sparsely annotated videos

and examples from a video dictionary of signs.

The authors use BSL-1k, a dataset that contains

videos of BBC broadcasts that have been inter-

preted in sign language. Interpreted signing is dis-

tinct from ‘natural signing’, the latter being faster

and less distinctly signed (Bragg et al., 2019).

Our work contrasts with current approaches to

sign spotting, which either used ad-hoc datasets or

operated directly on pixel input. We use a dataset

which matches most of the criteria described by

Bragg et al. (2019). Furthermore, although lin-

guistic features have been used for other SLP tasks,

we are the first to our knowledge to investigate

their potential for sign spotting.

3 Method

3.1 Data

We use the Corpus Nederlandse Gebarentaal

(CNGT) (Crasborn and Zwitserlood, 2008; Cras-

born et al., 2008) to train our sign spotting model.

It contains 72 hours of video footage of 104 sign-

ers conversing in Dutch Sign Language (NGT),

recorded at 25 fps. Circa 15% of the corpus is an-

notated, which is equivalent to 162k annotations of

3.2k unique signs. CNGT is annotated using NGT

Signbank (Crasborn et al., 2014), which contains

information about the phonological properties of

signs discussed in Section 2.1.

The corpus consists of videos of ‘natural’ sign-

ing, where signers are in conversation and are not

signing in a more proper manner than usual (Cras-

born and Zwitserlood, 2008). The dataset con-

tains footage that is compatible with real-world

applications (Bragg et al., 2019), and contains a

large amount of different signs and signers. Thus,

CNGT forms a good basis for SLP applications.

We prepare the data of CNGT for our model as

follows. First, we split the annotations into a train,

validation and test set. We ensure that the train-

ing set does not contain the same signers as the

validation or test set to make our system signer-

independent. We filter out signs which are not seen

during training, as well as signs for which no lin-

guistic information is available in the NGT Lexi-

con in Signbank, since we require such informa-

tion for our performance analysis. After this pre-

processing step, 118k annotations of 2.7k unique

signs remain. We use a data split of approximately

80/10/10, with 90k train, 10.5k validation and 9.5k

test annotations.

To create more variety in the training set, we

augment it by mirroring the footage. This is done

to ensure that one-handed signs occur signed with

both the right and the left hand. Similarly, two-

handed signs where one hand is dominant now also

occur with each hand being dominant. After the

augmentation, we have 180k train instances. We

found that our model converges more consistently

with this augmentation than without it.

Due to the fact that signs have variability in how

long they are signed, the annotations in our dataset

are of variable length. Thus, to make the input

compatible with a neural network architecture, we

ensure that our inputs are transformed to a fixed

length. We select a target length of 10 frames,

which is equal to the mean duration of the anno-

tations in the corpus. Annotations that are shorter

than 10 frames are simply padded with zeros to the

target length. For annotations that are too long, we

undersample to 10 frames.

3.2 Landmark detection

For each frame of our dataset, we detect land-

marks on the hands and body using Mediapipe.

Each hand has 21 landmarks, as shown in Figure

2. While Mediapipe is capable of estimating the

x, y, z coordinates of each landmark, the z coordi-

nate is less reliable. As such, we only make use of

the 2D coordinates, x and y.

Mediapipe normalises landmarks using the

video dimensions (width and height), which means

that landmark coordinates are not comparable

across videos with different dimensions. There-

fore, we reverse the dimension-wise normalisation

5



Figure 2: The 21 Mediapipe landmarks for one hand

to convert them back to pixel coordinates. In other

words, given a landmark with normalised coordi-

nates [x, y] in a video with dimensions w, h, we

perform the operation [x · w, y · h].

After reversing the normalisation, we apply the

normalisation described by Celebi et al. (2013).

For each frame, we obtain the landmarks of the left

and right shoulder, shL and shR. Every landmark

ℓ at a given frame is then normalised as follows:

• We scale ℓ using the absolute distance be-

tween the shoulders:
ℓ

abs(shL − shR)

• We center ℓ by subtracting the midpoint of the

shoulders: ℓ−
abs(shL + shR)

2
.

For our model that uses landmark features, we sim-

ply use the normalised landmarks of both hands as

our input, or 21·2 = 42 landmarks. Each landmark

consists of an x and y coordinate, such that we use

42 · 2 = 84 features for each frame by using all of

the coordinates as features. Thus, each annotation

results in a data input of shape (10, 84).

3.3 Linguistic features

To represent the basic phonological parameters,

we extracted the following types of features from

the normalised landmarks:

• Handshape: the distances and angles between

the fingertips, handpalm and wrist.

• Orientation: the angle of the handpalm rela-

tive to the torso and the shoulders.

• Location: the x, y coordinates of the wrist(s)

and fingertips.

• Movement: the velocity of the wrist.

The handshape angle features are computed us-

ing a start, middle and end point triple, (ℓs, ℓm, ℓe),
and the arctangent measure:

angle(ℓs, ℓm, ℓe) = atan2(ℓe,y − ℓm,y, ℓe,x −
ℓm,x)− atan2(ℓs,y − ℓm,y, ℓs,x − ℓm,x)

where we indicate with the subscript whether the

x, y coordinate of the element is used, e.g. ℓ1,x
indicates the x coordinate of landmark ℓ1.

For each finger, we compute the angle with the

wrist as well as its internal angle. For instance,

we get the angle within the thumb using land-

marks [01, 02, 04] and get the thumb’s angle with

the wrist using [00, 01, 04].

For the handshape distance features, we calcu-

late the Euclidean distance between pairs of land-

marks ℓ1, ℓ2:

dist(ℓ1, ℓ2) =
√

(ℓ1,x − ℓ2,x)2 + (ℓ1,y − ℓ2,y)2

To compute the hand orientation, we use Me-

diapipe’s Pose model, which captures the position

of landmarks of the entire body. In particular, we

use the landmarks of the left shoulder shL (pose

index 11), right shoulder shR (index 12), left hip

hipL (index 23) and right hip hipR (index 24).

We draw two lines using these landmarks: the

horizontal line between the shoulders, (shL, shR),
and the vertical line in the middle of the torso,

(
shL + shR

2
,
hipL + hipR

2
). For the landmarks

within the hand, we draw two axes within the hand:

one between index 00 and 09, the y-axis, and one

between 05 and 17, the x-axis.

Based on the lines that have been drawn for the

shoulders, torso and hands, we now compute the

slope of each line. For a given line ℓ that consists

of a start and end point (ℓs, ℓe), we compute the

slope sℓ of the line as:

sℓ =
ℓe,y − ℓs,y
ℓe,x − ℓs,x

Finally, we can compute the angle between two

lines for which we computed the slopes, s1, s2:

angle(s1, s2) = arctan(
s2 − s1

1 + (s2 · s1)
)

The hand orientation is then represented by the

angles between the x-axis and y-axis of the hand

with the shoulders and with the torso. We do not

compare the angle of the torso and shoulders, nor

the x-axis and y-axis of the hand because these are

not relevant for the orientation of the hand relative

to the body. As such, we end up with four distinct

orientation angles.

6



Feature Ind. Type Ind. Mediapipe Landmarks

0 – 24 Handshape (Angles) [01,02,04], [00,01,04], [05,06,08], [00,05,08],

[09,10,12], [00,09,12], [13,14,16], [00,13,16],

[17,18,20], [00,17,20], [02,03,04], [05,06,07],

[06,07,08], [09,10,11], [10,11,12], [13,14,15],

[14,15,16], [17,18,19], [18,19,20], [04,00,08],

[08,00,20], [16,17,20], [08,05,12], [04,05,20],

[08,13,20], [00,00,00], [00,00,00], [00,00,00]

25 – 39 Handshape (Distances) [00,04], [00,08], [00,12], [00,16], [00,20], [04,08],

[04,12], [04,16], [04,20], [08,12], [08,16], [08,20],

[12,16], [12,20], [16,20]

40 – 43 Hand orientation [00,09], [05,17] + Pose: [11, 12, 23, 24]

44 – 55 Wrist, fingertip locations 00, 04, 08, 12, 16, 20

56 – 58 Wrist velocity 00

59 – 117 Features other hand See features 0 – 58

118 – 119 Distance between wrists 00

Table 1: Feature indices

The location of the hand is simply represented

using the x, y coordinates of the wrist and the fin-

gertips. To capture the movement of the hand, we

compute the velocity of the wrist. We do this in

three different ways: first, we compute the Eu-

clidean distance between the location of the wrist

at the current frame and the last frame. This is

done in the same manner as for the handshape dis-

tance features. Second, we separately store the dif-

ference between the x coordinate of the wrist be-

tween these two frames. We do the same for the

y coordinate to obtain the third feature. This way,

we capture both an average velocity that combines

the x, y coordinates, as well as the horizontal and

vertical velocity.

Finally, we capture the horizontal and vertical

distance between the wrists of the hands. These

features are chosen because the location of a sign is

partially characterised by the interaction between

the hands. We compute the difference between the

x and y coordinates, resulting in two features.

In Table 1, the extracted features are displayed.

The Ind. Mediapipe Landmarks column shows

which indices from the Mediapipe hand model

are used, while the Feature Ind. column indicates

the indices of our created features. Note that the

shown indices are only for the left hand. The right

hand’s indices are equivalent modulo 59, e.g. the

first feature of the right hand that computes the an-

gle for landmark indices [01, 02, 04], is at index

59. In total, we use 120 features to represent the

phonological properties of both hands.

Some of the extracted features are adapted from

previous work. Bold values indicate features taken

from Farhan et al. (2022). All distance features are

adopted from Shin et al. (2021). The remaining

features are novel.

3.4 Model architecture

Based on Momeni et al. (2020), we develop a

model which learns to create embeddings from our

input features, such that inputs of the same sign re-

sult in similar embeddings while inputs of different

signs result in dissimilar embeddings. The model

that we chose for our experiments is a LSTM

network. LSTMs can extract temporal informa-

tion from data sequences and have been a popu-

lar tool for natural language processing (Chai and

Li, 2019). While more sophisticated architectures

are available these days, our goal is not to select

the best model but rather to engineer meaningful

features. We tested multiple configurations of our

network and selected one which performs well for

both the landmark and linguistic features. Our cho-

sen configuration is shown in Figure 3.

We start with a masking layer to deal with our

zero padding, followed by a Gaussian noise layer

which creates variability in our data to make the

model generalize better. We empirically found that

a standard deviation of σ = 0.001 for the noise is

suitable. It is followed by a biLSTM layer with

2 · 128 = 256 nodes, and two dense layers of

size 256. We use batch normalization between the

dense layers for training stability. A batch size of
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Figure 3: Model architecture

128 and learning rate of 0.001 are used, inspired

by Momeni et al. (2020). We train the model using

the Adam optimizer for 10 epochs, which is when

it typically starts to converge on the validation set.

Due to the strength of contrastive loss reported in

the literature (e.g. (Momeni et al., 2020)), we ap-

ply supervised contrastive loss to train our model

(Khosla et al., 2020).

3.5 Experimental setup

Our experiments compare our expanded inven-

tory of approximative linguistic features against

a pipeline using only Mediapipe landmarks. Our

main goal is to investigate when linguistic features

contribute to sign spotting performance. We train

two sign spotting models, one using the linguis-

tic features extracted from the landmarks and the

other using the landmark features directly. In or-

der to test our models, we move a sliding window

with the same size as our train inputs, 10 frames,

over our test set videos. For each window and for

each target sign, we compute their cosine distance

d. The inventory of target signs consists of all 1038

signs present in the test set. If d is lower or equal

to our spotting threshold τ , i.e. d ≤ τ , we say the

target sign has been spotted. We report our results

at τ = 0.2 for both models, which we empirically

found to be a good spotting threshold on the vali-

dation set.

Each target sign has been seen multiple times

during training. As such, using each train em-

bedding individually to find the spottings in a test

video requires many comparisons. To reduce the

number of comparisons, we create reference em-

beddings for each sign. For a sign S, we first com-

pute embeddings of its training set occurrences.

These embeddings are then compared to each other

in terms of their cosine distance to each other. We

investigate which the embeddings are, on average,

closest to all other embeddings of S, and define

them to be most representative of S. The top 10%

most representative embeddings are averaged to

make one reference embedding for S. The pre-

dicted spottings of a sign S can then be found us-

ing the reference embeddings.

3.6 Evaluation

In this section, we describe how we evaluate the

two models. Recall that we aim to achieve in-

sight into when linguistic features are contributing

to sign spotting. To this end, our evaluation ap-

proach makes use of confusable signs: signs which

only differ from a given target by a single phono-

logical property. For instance, a pair of signs may

only differ in where they are signed, in which case

they form confusable signs for each other based on

location. We call the single property that differs

between the confusable signs the ∆ property. By

investigating which confusable signs are actually

mistaken for a given target sign, we are able to dis-

cover which phonological properties are difficult

to distinguish using each set of features.

We evaluate our sign spotting models by com-

puting the true positive (TP), false negative (FN),

true negative (TN) and false positive (FP) evalua-

tions for each model. The FP and TN evaluations

are computed by obtaining the confusable signs

for each target sign that are present in our test set

videos. The confusable signs are selected based

on the linguistic properties provided by NGT Sign-

bank (Crasborn et al., 2020).

We begin by analyzing the confusable signs for

each target sign and determining their ∆ proper-

ties. In Table 2, the frequency of the ∆ properties

in our test set is shown. Notably, a few ∆ proper-

ties are much more common than others. This may

be related to how many confusable signs exist with

a particular ∆ property. For example, there may

be few signs for which only the handshape of the

weak hand differs from another sign. Additionally,

if confusable signs with a given ∆ property are not

common signs in our corpus, the ∆ property will

also not occur frequently.

The TP, FN, TN and FP instances are calculated

using tolerance to irrelevance (TTI) (De Vries et

al., 2004). This metric is based on the assump-

tion that users, when given an entry point in an

audio or video stream, keep listening or watching

until their tolerance to irrelevant content has been
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∆ property Test set frequency

Alternating blank

Movement

182

Contact Type 231

Handedness 4263

Handshape Change 299

Location 18078

Movement Direction 16566

Movement Shape 749

Orientation Change 568

Relation between ah

Articulators

42

Relative Orientation:

Location

1711

Relative Orientation:

Movement

2839

Repeated Movement 1047

Strong Hand 35043

Weak Hand 85

Table 2: Frequency of ∆ properties in our test set

reached. TTI is thus relevant to our evaluation, as

sign spotting systems should reflect real-life appli-

cations (Bragg et al., 2019).

To capture a user’s tolerance, TTI makes use of a

tolerance window which allows for entry points to

be located a bit before or at the start of the relevant

content, but not after it has begun. The reasoning

behind this decision is that it has been found to be

annoying to users when entry points are given after

the start of the relevant section (He et al., 1999).

We formalize TTI for our analysis as follows.

For a given ground truth annotation sj , a TP occurs

when a prediction pi, with onset time tpi , falls into

its tolerance window:

tpi ∈ [tsj − tol, tsj ]

where tsj is the onset time of sj . In contrast, a

FN occurs when no prediction falls into this tol-

erance window. The tolerance tol can be chosen

depending on the exact context in which TTI is

used. There are currently no established tolerance

levels for SLP, thus, we consult the related field

of audio segmentation for our tolerance. We found

tol = 0.5 seconds to be a frequently used tolerance

for audio (Aljanaki et al., 2015; Smith and Chew,

2013; Smith et al., 2011).

To compute the FP and TN instances, we obtain

the confusable signs, C(S), for each target sign S:

C(S) = {A,B, ..., Z}

We then determine when the confusable signs are

annotated in CNGT:

ANNC(S) = {A1, ..., Am, ..., Z1, ..., Zn}

Next, we select the onset time of each confusable

sign annotation:

TANNC(S)
= {tA1 , ..., tAm , ..., tZ1 , ..., tZn}

Based on the notation above, we can then define

FP and TN evaluations. Given the onset time of an

annotation for a confusable sign, tcj ∈ TANNC(S)
,

and a set of predictions P (S) with onset times

TP (S), we define the FP and TN evaluations as:

FP (tcj ) iff ∃tpi ∈ TP (S) : tpi ∈ [tcj − tol, tcj ]
TN(tcj ) iff ∀tpi ∈ TP (S) : tpi /∈ [tcj − tol, tcj ]

In other words, a predicted spotting of a given

target is a FP if it falls within the tolerance window

of an annotated occurrence of another sign that is

a confusable sign for the target. On the other hand,

a TN occurs if we do not predict a spotting within

the tolerance window of this annotated occurrence

of the confusable sign.

Finally, we can analyze the FP and TN instances

in terms of their ∆ properties to determine which

phonological properties are difficult to distinguish

for our model. Our general approach to evaluat-

ing sign spotting models is further elaborated else-

where (Hollain et al., 2023).

4 Results

The results of our evaluation are shown in Table 3.

The model that was trained with the linguistic fea-

tures produces more TP spottings than the model

trained using landmarks, as well as fewer FP in-

stances for the confusable signs.

Model TP FN FP TN

Linguistic 5442 4274 11395 68263

Landmarks 5380 4336 12292 67366

Table 3: Performance using linguistic and landmark features

We now investigate the capabilities of our lin-

guistic features to capture the linguistic properties

of signs, compared to the landmark features. In

Figure 4, we display the percentage of FPs per ∆
property. The percentage is computed by counting

how often the confusable signs with each ∆ prop-

erty, as shown in Table 2, are falsely spotted. For

instance, a value of 50% in the Alternating Move-

ment column would indicate that 182 · 0.5 = 91
of the confusable signs that differ only in this ∆
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Figure 4: Percentage of confusable signs, per ∆ property,
that are falsely spotted (∗=statistically sign. improvement)

property, are falsely spotted. We performed Mc-

Nemar’s test to analyze for which ∆ properties

there was a significant difference in performance

between the models. An asterisk (∗) is displayed

where the difference is significant (p < 0.05).

For most ∆ properties, the model trained using

linguistic features outperforms the one trained with

landmarks as it has a lower percentage of FP spot-

tings. While there are some properties for which

the model with landmark features produces fewer

FP spottings, the difference is never found to be

significant. For all ∆ properties where we find a

significant difference in performance, the linguis-

tic feature model outperforms the landmark model.

That said, it is evident that the linguistic feature

model needs further improvement, since it still

produces a substantial number of FP and FN pre-

dictions, and it does not significantly outperform

the landmark model for some ∆ properties.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated how linguistic fea-

tures, extracted from landmarks of the hands and

body of a signer, can be used in the context of sign

spotting. We built on recent work in sign language

recognition which derived an approximate repre-

sentation of the handshape of a sign from Medi-

apipe landmarks, and developed our own features

to capture the orientation, location and movement

of the hands. We compared a sign spotting model

Figure 5: Hooked finger from two viewpoints

that uses these approximate linguistic features with

a model that incorporates landmarks directly as

training input. Our results show that the model us-

ing approximate linguistic features captures some

aspects of signs better than the landmark model.

In future work, our approach to extracting lin-

guistic features could be further improved. For ex-

ample, the trajectory and repetition of movements

may be better captured by including additional fea-

tures besides wrist velocity. Furthermore, it could

be interesting to train a model using a combination

of landmark coordinates and linguistic features.

Our general approach will also benefit from fur-

ther improved landmark detection technologies.

Current technologies only reliably deliver 2D land-

mark coordinates. If an accurate estimation of the

z coordinate were available, we could work with

3D representations of the hands and bodies of sign-

ers. Based on such 3D representations, linguistic

features could be extracted in a more robust way.

For instance, the left and right image in Figure 5

depict the same handshape viewed from two dif-

ferent angles. Based on 2D landmark coordinates,

it would be possible to derive the curvature of the

index finger under the perspective on the left (side

view), but not under the perspective on the right

(front view). From 3D landmark coordinates, the

curvature could be derived precisely and reliably.

Another limitation of currently available land-

mark detection technologies, such as Mediapipe, is

that they are not explicitly trained on sign language

data. Certain handshapes are frequent in sign lan-

guages but may not be as frequent in general-

purpose datasets. As a result, the current perfor-

mance of Mediapipe and similar tools may be lim-

ited for such handshapes. That said, an important

advantage of the modular approach we adopted is

that it allows for the direct incorporation of future

improvements of landmark detection technologies.

Finally, while not the focus of this work, we

note that the model chosen to demonstrate the per-

formance of the two types of features can be im-

proved. A more sophisticated model architecture

may result in better sign spotting performance.
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Abstract

We present work dealing with a Linked

Open Data (LOD)-compliant representa-

tion of Sign Language (SL) data, with

the goal of supporting the cross-lingual

alignment of SL data and their linking to

Spoken Language (SpL) data. The pro-

posed representation is based on activities

of groups of researchers in the field of

SL who have investigated the use of Open

Multilingual Wordnet (OMW) datasets for

(manually) cross-linking SL data or for

linking SL and SpL data. Another group

of researchers is proposing an XML en-

coding of articulatory elements of SLs and

(manually) linking those to an SpL lexical

resource. We propose an RDF-based rep-

resentation of those various kinds of data.

This unified formal representation offers

a semantic repository of information on

SL and SpL data that could be accessed

for supporting the creation of datasets for

training or evaluating NLP applications

dealing with SLs, thinking for example of

Machine Translation (MT) between SLs

and between SLs and SpLs.

© 2023 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
Commons 4.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CC-
BY-ND.

1 The Linguistic Linked Open Data

Cloud and Sign Languages

Proponents of Linguistic Linked Open Data

(LLOD) (Cimiano et al., 2020; Declerck et al.,

2020) aim towards the representation of linguis-

tic data through a standardised model based on

the Resource Description Framework (RDF).1

OntoLex-Lemon (Cimiano et al., 2016)2 and its

ecosystem (McCrae et al., 2017) are at the core

of the LLOD cloud, and follow FAIR princi-

ples (Wilkinson et al., 2016)3 to make linguis-

tic data accessible and interoperable. This se-

mantic interoperability allows for the interlinking

of diverse linguistic datasets, establishing a well-

connected subset of the Linked Open Data Cloud,4

and creating avenues for analyses and studies long

unattainable due to a history of barely interoper-

able formats. But the LLOD cloud does not cur-

rently include any Sign Language (SL) datasets,

establishing the representation of SL data and Mul-

timodality as a frontier for LLOD to accommodate.

1a W3C recommendation. See https://www.w3.org/
RDF/ for more details.
2See the following for the published specifications: https:
//www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/
3Where FAIR stands for Findable, Accessible, Interoperable
and Reusable and refers to a series of well-known principles
for ensuring that datasets can be described by each of the for-
mer adjectives.
4http://cas.lod-cloud.net/clouds/

linguistic-lod.svg
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Declerck et al. (2023) discusses an RDF-based

representation of the mapping between SL data

and Spoken Language (SpL) resources via the

Open Multilingual Wordnet (OMW) infrastruc-

ture, which is proposed in Bigeard et al. (2022).

Elements of OntoLex-Lemon and cross-lingual

linking techniques were used to create multilingual

SL resources. Such work illustrates the potential to

produce parallel training material at scale for MT

between SLs or between SLs and SpLs.

These initial efforts have created momentum

that has led to the explicit identification of SLs

as a target for an extended representation within

the OntoLex-Lemon model. This issue is also cur-

rently being discussed in the context of the BPM-

LOD W3C Community Group (detailed further in

Section 3), which is producing a survey of existing

best-practices to model linguistic (including SL)

data as linked data.

One of the ways to ensure the interoperability

of these heterogeneous resources, including across

language types (SLs and SpLs), is through the use

of FAIR principles for all aspects of the produc-

tion/publication of the datasets (modelling, licens-

ing, deposition in a repository, etc.).

We do not propose any new algorithms in this

paper, but advocate for a standardised method-

ology for producing interoperable high-quality

aligned datasets for SL and SpL (SSL) data using

linked data and cross-lingual (within and across

signed and spoken languages) technologies, as

well as best practices and guidelines. For this, we

need to involve various communities, and the W3C

BPMLOD Community Group could offer a first fo-

rum for achieving our joint goals.

In the following, we first summarize the FAIR

principles before introducing current, ongoing ac-

tivities within the W3C BPMLOD Community

Group. We then present four research initia-

tives dealing with the issue of SSL data align-

ments. For two of them, we already propose

an RDF/OntoLex-Lemon modelization (Sections 4

and 5), while work is about to start for the SL data

described in Sections 6 and 7.

2 FAIR Data and Linguistic Linked

Open Data

FAIR data plays a central role in a number of

prominent initiatives which have recently been

proposed for the promotion of open science and

data by numerous organisations and research fund-

ing bodies. We advocate that LLOD models can

contribute to the creation of FAIR language re-

sources.

It should come as no surprise, given the growing

importance of open science initiatives and in par-

ticular those promoting the FAIR guidelines, that

shared models and standardized vocabularies have

begun to take on an increasingly prominent role

within numerous disciplines, not least in the fields

of linguistics and language resources. Although

the linguistic linked data community has been ac-

tive in advocating for the use of shared RDF-based

vocabularies and models for quite some time now,

this new emphasis on FAIR language resources

is likely to have a considerable impact in several

ways, in terms of the necessity for these models

and vocabularies to demonstrate greater coverage

with respect to the kinds of linguistic phenomena

they can describe, and for them to be more inter-

operable with each other.

In The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific

data management and stewardship (Wilkinson et

al., 2016), the article which first articulated the by-

now ubiquitous FAIR principles, the authors state

that the criteria proposed by those principles are

intended both “for machines and people” and that

they provide “‘steps along a path’ to machine ac-

tionability”, where the latter is understood to de-

scribe structured data that would allow a “compu-

tational data explorer” to determine:

• the type of “digital research object”;

• its usefulness with respect to tasks to be car-

ried out;

• its usability especially with respect to licens-

ing issues with this information represented

in a way that would allow the agent to take

“appropriate action”.

The current popularity of the FAIR principles and,

in particular, their promotion by governments,

transnational organisations and research funding

bodies, such as the European Commission,5 re-

flects a wider recognition of the potential of struc-

tured, interoperable, machine-actionable data to

help effect a major shift in how research is carried

out, and in particular, its potential to help under-

pin open science best practices. The FAIR ideal,

5https://op.europa.eu/en/

publication-detail/-/publication/

7769a148-f1f6-11e8-9982-01aa75ed71a1/

language-en/format-PDF/source-80611283
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in short, is to allow machines (non-human soft-

ware agents) a greater level of autonomy in work-

ing with data by rendering as much of the seman-

tics of that data explicit (in the sense of machine-

actionable) as possible.

Publishing data using a standardised, general

purpose data model such as RDF6 goes a long way

towards facilitating the publication of datasets as

FAIR data. RDF, taken together with the other

standards proposed in the Semantic Web stack and

the technical infrastructure which has been devel-

oped to support it, was specifically intended to fa-

cilitate interoperability and interlinking between

datasets. In order to ensure the interoperability and

reusability of datasets within a domain, however, it

is vital that in addition to more generic data mod-

els such as RDF there also exist domain-specific

vocabularies/terminologies/models and data cate-

gory registries (compatible with the former). Such

resources serve to describe, ideally in a machine-

actionable way, the shared theoretical assumptions

held by a community of domain experts as re-

flected in the terminology or terminologies in use

within that community.

We note here that the emphasis placed on ma-

chine actionability in FAIR resources (that is, re-

call, on enabling computational agents to find rel-

evant datasets and resources and to take “appro-

priate action” when they find them) gives Se-

mantic Web vocabularies/models/registries a sub-

stantial advantage over other (non-Semantic Web-

native) standards in the fields of linguistics and

language resources. The OntoLex-Lemon ecosys-

tem is to be understood in this light, aiming at en-

hancing the interoperability and machine action-

ability of linguistic datasets. It is, therefore, crucial

to overcome the one limitation we noticed: there

are for now no SL datasets within the LLOD, if

we ignore the ongoing experiments in porting to

RDF/OntoLex-Lemon the SL datasets (and their

linking to OMW or other lexical resources) that are

described in Sections 4, 5, 6, and 7.

3 The Best Practices for Multilingual

Linked Open Data W3C Group

The BPMLOD W3C community group7 initially

created in 2015 to propose community-sourced

guidelines for multilingual linked open data, has

6https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-primer/
7Best Practices for Multilingual Linked Open Data, see
https://www.w3.org/community/bpmlod/

recently been resurrected in order to actualise the

previously proposed guidelines, as there have been

major evolutions in the field.

These renewed efforts have a much broader

scope, covering topics such as neurosymbolic ap-

proaches to language processing, cross-lingual

linking, multi-modality, and the representation of

sign languages. The latter two specification efforts

are central to establishing the foundational ground-

work necessary for representing both SL and SpL

data as RDF under the OntoLex family of models,

as linked open data. The nature of semantic web

technologies is conducive to easily enabling inter-

linking once both modalities can be represented in

one harmonized formal model.

The BPMLOD Community Group has thus the

potential of becoming a community nexus to chan-

nel work on semantic web models for SLs, SpLs

and their linking. We encourage the widespread

involvement of both the SL and the SpL communi-

ties in this initiative. As mentioned above, BPM-

LOD is currently working on a survey of existing

best-practices to model linguistic (including SL)

data as linked data.8

4 Aligning several SL Resources via the

Open Multilingual WordNet

Infrastructure

The work reported on in this section is developed

within a research project, which aims to ease the

communication between deaf and hearing individ-

uals with the help of MT technologies. As such,

linking different SLs through semantics is a prior-

ity. We chose to use the Open Multilingual Word-

net (OMW) infrastructure (Bond and Paik, 2012;

Bond et al., 2016)9 as a (semantic) pivot between

SL data.

We are dealing with four languages (German,

Greek, English and Dutch sign languages). The re-

sources involved in our approach are the DGS cor-

pus (Prillwitz et al., 2008), Noema+ GSL dictio-

nary (Efthimiou et al., 2016), BSL signbank (Jor-

dan et al., 2014), and the NGT global sign-

bank (Crasborn et al., 2020). These resources con-

tain various types of spoken language words as-

sociated with each sign. They may be keywords,

equivalents, or SL glosses. They are used as a

starting point to match with the lemmas present in

8The corresponding reports will be made available at
https://github.com/bpmlod
9See also https://omwn.org/ for more details.
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the corresponding (and aligned) language versions

of OMW. Then, native signers manually validate

the potential matches. By using the Open Multi-

lingual Wordnet, we aim to identify the signs with

the same (or related) senses across languages.

Each resource involved has different structures,

and so, the method must be flexible enough to

exploit all the data available and avoid mistakes.

As an example, the DGS Corpus has a multi-level

structure, where each sign can be a type, a sub-

type, or a variant. Semantics are attached to the

sub-type level. If a sense has been associated with

a sub-type, it can be spread down to the variants

associated with it, but not up to the type. The DGS

Corpus also contains synonymy links that can be

exploited to spread senses to other signs.

We describe in the following paragraphs el-

ements of SLs that need to and could be (se-

mantically) aligned across languages and language

types.

Phonological transcriptions: While in an ideal

world, those transcriptions from videos display-

ing signs could be used for establishing links be-

tween SL data for different languages, different

SL data sets are transcribed with different tran-

scription systems, e.g. HamNoSys (Hanke, 2004),

SignWriting (Sutton, 1991) or others, as in the case

of the Swedish SL data10 or Irish SL, for which

an XML-based transcription is under development

(see Section 6 for more details).

Besides, even if two resources use the same tran-

scription system, the level of accuracy or preci-

sion of the transcription is not the same for all

data. In some cases the transcription can be ei-

ther semi-automatically generated or produced by

human transcribers with different skills and views

on which phonological elements of a sign should

be transcribed.11

We are aware of efforts being made toward

analysing and processing the videos directly us-

ing machine learning, rather than comparing and

aligning transcriptions, but those are not in the

scope of our current work.

Glosses: Many projects dealing with SL use

glosses to identify signs. A gloss is, typically, a

10See (Bergman and Björkstrand, 2015) for a detailed
description, and also https://zrajm.github.io/

teckentranskription/intro.html on recent devel-
opments on a tool to support this transcription system.
11Power et al. (2022), for example, report in their experiment
that the similarity (but not the exact matching) of transcrip-
tions by two undergraduate research assistants working in a
related project was 0.69.

spoken language word optionally followed by a se-

quence of numbers or letters, to allow several signs

to share the same word. The word is typically re-

lated to the meaning or iconicity of the sign, in the

surrounding SpL, for easier identification. But the

used word is ultimately somewhat arbitrary. Two

unrelated projects working on the same sign lan-

guage might have different glosses for the same

sign, or the same gloss for different signs. This cre-

ates an obstacle toward linking resources together.

While many SL resources use glosses for la-

belling their data, the low accuracy/precision of

automated tagging and the low Inter-Annotator

Agreement (IAA) between human annotators for

such tagging made the glosses difficult to use as a

potential cross-language instrument for interlink-

ing SL data in various languages.12

For linking to the IDs in OMW, we preferably

use keywords and translations as a starting point to

approximate the meaning of the sign, and only use

glosses as a last resort. However, we use glosses

as identifiers.

5 Cross-Linking Nordic SL and SpL

Data

We extended our RDF representation of the lan-

guage coverage described in Section 4 to three

Nordic languages: Danish, Icelandic and Swedish.

Troelsgård and Kristoffersen (2018) discuss ap-

proaches for ensuring consistency between (Dan-

ish) Sign Language corpus data and the Dictionary

of Danish signs. This approach aims at delivering

a correspondence between the dictionary lemmas

and the corpus lexicon, which consists of types in-

troduced for lemmatising the tokens found in the

corpus annotations (glosses added to the signs).

The strategy is to use words and their equivalents

(also found in the dictionary) to search for signs in

the corpus. In order to extend the list of potential

Danish equivalents that could be used for a word-

based search of signs in the corpus, Troelsgård

and Kristoffersen (2018) suggest using the Danish

wordnet, DanNet, which is described in Pedersen

et al. (2009; Pedersen et al. (2018). This approach

is thus very similar to the one described in Bigeard

et al. (2022), but is ‘limited’ to the Danish lan-

guage. The relations between sign identifiers and

lexical elements from both DanNet and other dic-

12Forster et al. (2010) discuss, among others, best practices
for gloss annotation, in order to mitigate the issues of diver-
gent tagging results, even in one and the same corpus.
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tionary sources are encoded in a database, from

which we obtained a TSV export. Luckily for us,

the wordnet elements encoded in this TSV export

are the subset of DanNet entries that are contained

in the Danish section of OMW.

In this export, we first have the signs, which

correspond to entries in the Dictionary of Dan-

ish Signs (see Figure 1). A second type of data

available in the export holds video links and infor-

mation about the sign form (HamNoSys/SiGML).

The HamNoSys notation, though, is rather coarse,

as it is generated automatically from the dictio-

nary’s phonological descriptions, and it is not dis-

played at the web page. A third type of information

included in the export concerns the senses associ-

ated with the signs and their (form) variants.

Our work consists thus in porting all those (in-

terlinked) resources to RDF and OntoLex-Lemon,

as we did for the data described in Section 4. In

the OMW version of DanNet, we find for exam-

ple the following information “00817680-n lemma

beskyttelse”, where the lemma corresponds to the

OMW English wordnet “00817680-n lemma pro-

tection”, thus sharing the same ID for the con-

cept of “protection” in OMW (this holds also for

French, etc.). We can therefore add the Danish

sign ID (and video), which we obtained from the

database, to our RDF-based infrastructure.

Figure 1: The Danish sign associated with the OMW ID
“00817680-n”, corresponding to the (highlighted) lemma
“beskyttelse”, here as one possible lexical realisation of the
Danish gloss “FORSVARE” (defend)

Using the same strategy of deploying OMW

as a pivot between concepts expressed in the

videos, we extended our approach to Icelandic and

Swedish. Through OMW we can find the lem-

mas for Icelandic and Swedish associated with the

OMW IDs “1128193-v” and “00817680-n” (cor-

responding to the Danish lemmas). We use these

to search in the Icelandic SignWiki,13 and in the

Swedish Sign Language Dictionary, described in

13https://is.signwiki.org/index.php/

Mesch et al. (2012).14 Icelandic and Swedish

glosses can be easily integrated in our RDF-based

representation, as can be seen for example in List-

ing 1, where the gloss for the Danish sign depicted

in Figure 1 is augmented with glosses or lemmas

from other languages.

dts:GLOSS_dts-722

rdf:type sl:GLOSS ;

rdfs:label "\"FORSVARE\""@da ;

rdfs:label "\"PROTEGER\""@fr ;

rdfs:label "\"SCHUTZ1Aˆ\""@de ;

rdfs:label "\"protect(v)#1\""@en ;

rdfs:label "\"beskydd\""@se ;

rdfs:label "\"Vernda \""@is ;

.

Listing 1: The RDF-based representation of the gloss
“FORSVARE”, with the integration of multilingual labels
from corresponding glosses

We further extended this approach to other

Nordic languages, as described in Declerck and

Olsen (2023).

6 A new Transcription System for the

Irish Sign Language

Building on work dealing with linguistic proper-

ties of the Irish Sign Language (Murtagh, 2019), a

group of researchers was confronted with the ques-

tion of what is needed for creating an SL lexicon

entry, as they wanted to document or “write down”

what was being signed or articulated in the videos.

While SpL and SL share fundamental properties

in relation to linguistic structure, certain modality-

specific linguistic phenomena must be accommo-

dated in computational terms, to allow for the

modelling and processing of SLs. A new transcrip-

tion system was developed for this, which, con-

trary to HamNoSys or SignWriting, is not based

on iconic symbols, but directly encoded in XML.

The Sign A framework (Murtagh et al., 2022)

was developed with a view to providing a defi-

nition of linguistically motivated lexicon entries,

that were sufficiently robust to accommodate sign

language, in particular Irish Sign Language (ISL).

Sign A provides a formal description for the

computational phonological parameters of SL. A

Sign A XML specification is provided for man-

ual features (MFs), non-manual features (NMFs),

location (both spatial and body anchored) infor-

mation, and also temporal information. MFs in-

clude parameters for Hand 〈HAND〉, Handshape

〈HS〉, Hand Movement 〈HM〉, Palm Orientation

14https://teckensprakslexikon.su.se
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〈PO〉, Arm Movement 〈AM〉, Forearm 〈FA〉and

Upper arm 〈UA〉. In Figure 2, we can see the

Sign A XML representation for the hands, where

the “dominant hand” is defined as 〈dh〉, and the

“non-dominant hand” as 〈ndh〉.

<MF>

<HAND>

<dh>"right"</dh>

<ndh>"left"</ndh>

</HAND>

...

</MF>

Figure 2: Initialising the right hand as the dominant hand

The NMFs include parameters for Eye-

brow 〈EB〉, Eyelid 〈EL〉, Eye Gaze 〈EG〉,
Cheek 〈CHEEK〉, Mouth 〈MOUTH〉, Tongue

〈TNG〉, Nose 〈NOSE〉, Shoulder 〈SHOULDER〉,
Mouthing 〈MOUTHING〉, and Mouth Gesture

〈MOUTHGESTURE〉.
The head element 〈HEAD〉, contains a 〈HEAD-

MODE〉 attribute, which can accept various ac-

tions pertaining to the head, e.g. nod, shake, tilt,

turn, etc. We provide the XML specification for

nodding the head twice in Figure 3.

<NMF>

<HEAD>

<HEADMODE>"nod"</HEADMODE>

<TIMES>"2"</TIMES>

...

</HEAD>

</NMF>

Figure 3: Specification for nodding the head twice

Sign A also includes parameters to accommo-

date the location in space where a sign is articu-

lated. The location parameters can be mapped to

spatial locations 〈LOC〉 within the signing space

and also to locations on the signer’s body, referred

to as body-anchored 〈BA〉 locations. Finally, the

formalism also includes an XML specification for

temporal information, where each phonological

parameter has timing information associated with

it, referred to as event duration 〈ED〉. Sign A also

includes a timeline parameter 〈TL〉, which refers

to the overall timing of an utterance. This param-

eter is used to synchronise the simultaneous and

parallel articulation of any given phonological pa-

rameter ‘event’ across an entire SL utterance.

While Sign A offers a very detailed descrip-

tion (and a taxonomic structure) of articulatory el-

ements of SLs, its XML encoding also eases the

conversion of the data into RDF, a task we are start-

ing on now. Another relevant aspect of the work

pursued in the context of Sign A is the attention

given to linking the described sign to SpL lexi-

cal resources, as can be seen in Figure 4, which

is taken from Murtagh et al. (2022).

Figure 4: ISL plain verb “LOVE” lexeme repository and lex-
icon XML description.

Porting this cross-language type linking to RDF

and OntoLex-Lemon will contribute to a full link-

ing between SL and SpL lexical data, beyond

the work described in Sections 4 and 5, which

focus on the specific multilingual wordnet-based

lexical resources for cross-linking SL data. We

plan to link the Sign A SL data to the DB-

nary resource (Sérasset and Tchechmedjiev, 2014;

Sérasset, 2015) which represents lexical informa-

tion extracted for 23 language editions available

from Wiktionary in a way compliant with Linked

Open Data.

7 SignNets - WordNets for a specific Type

of Natural Language

In the Northern part of Belgium (Flanders), the of-

ficial language is Dutch; in the Southern part (Wal-

lonia), it is French. There are also two officially

acknowledged sign languages, VGT (Flemish Sign

Language) and LSFB (French Belgian Sign Lan-

guage). Dutch is also the official spoken language

in the Netherlands, but the officially acknowledged

sign language is NGT (Dutch Sign Language). In

this section, we concentrate on VGT and NGT,

and the link with another natural language: spo-

ken Dutch.15 VGT and NGT are rather different

SLs, having themselves developed quite indepen-

dently. VGT tends to share characteristics with

LSFB, even though they are growing apart. Nev-

15There are other sign languages which will have similar is-
sues to solve, like ISL for which the surrounding spoken
language is the variant of English used in Ireland. Another
characteristic of ISL to be taken into account is that it is a
gender-based SL, where men and women have different sign
languages.
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ertheless, similarities between VGT and NGT are

noted especially when dealing with iconic signs,

or when mouthing plays an important role, since

in both cases the surrounding SpL is Dutch.

When linking via WordNet (OMW) it should

be stressed that the glosses assigned to signs in

fact represent a (semantic) concept instead of just

words, i.e. they represent SpL synsets instead of a

word belonging to such a synset. The gloss can

even represent several parts of speech. Glosses

used for specific concepts16 may differ in NGT and

VGT, but even the two providers of NGT data17

may use different glosses for one and the same

sign. In all these cases, even the part of speech

of the chosen gloss may differ. 18

In contrast, VGT and NGT may use the same

gloss for different signs. Within VGT, one and the

same gloss often represents a series of signs, all

expressing the same concept. This is due to the

regional variations of a sign, a property of VGT

explicitly preserved by the Deaf Community af-

ter the official recognition of VGT. Note that es-

pecially older variants may disappear, while new

ones pop up. In the Netherlands, the situation was

the reverse: one sign per concept was pursued.19

The VGT gloss will express the common concept.

In both the NGT Signbank and the VGT dictio-

nary, indicative translations in spoken Dutch are

included to indicate the concept expressed. Quite

often these represent several parts of speech like

nouns and verbs, nouns and adjectives, etc.20 We

are linking these to the synsets per PoS included

in OMW, but are also creating new, broader iden-

tifiers to link them to SL concepts, surpassing PoS

differences.

In SignNet (Schuurman et al., to be pub-

lished),21 VGT thus comes with synsets of signs,

16Concept, not sign!
17Nederlands Gebarencentrum https://www.

gebarencentrum.nl and the NGT part of the
Global Signbank https://signbank.cls.ru.

nl/datasets/NGT.
18In NGT the gloss for the concept covering ‘arm’ (poor)
is BEHOEFTIG (an adjective), in VGT it is ARMOEDE (a
noun).
19When in NGT more signs are covered using variants of the
same gloss (BEHOEFTIG-A, BEHOEFTIG-B), quite often
the coverage of the semantic concept differs. BEHOEFTIG-B
can also mean ‘broke’, not only ‘poor’, which does not hold
for BEHOEFTIG-A.
20Vossen (1999) refers to such words as being Near-
Synonyms, referring to the EQ NEAR SYNONYM relation
between ‘aardig’ (Adjective) in Dutch and ‘to like’ (verb) in
English.
21Based on SL dictionaries, signbanks etc.

whereas NGT usually does not. In SignNet signs

(concepts) and words in spoken language are

linked, using OMW, and adding hyponyms, hyper-

nyms, homonyms, definitions of the concepts, etc.

There are at least two issues in doing so: first,

OMW makes use of Open Dutch Wordnet, and

ODW (and OMW) often use the Dutch meaning

of a word, not the Flemish one. For example,

‘voormiddag’ refers to the hours before lunchtime

in Flanders, and after lunch in the Netherlands.

So we have to adapt ODW (and OMW) to cover

such differences. We intend to do so by adding in

ODW (and OMW) a ‘geography’ label “belg” to

words that only are used in a specific sense in Flan-

ders (‘kleedje’ instead of ‘jurk’ (dress)) or “ned”

when the word is only used in the Netherlands

(‘kinderkopje’ instead of ‘kassei’ (cobblestone)).

A second issue: quite often concepts labelled

by one gloss in VGT (and NGT) cover more than

one synset in the wordnet of the surrounding lan-

guage, for example when several parts of speech

are involved. However, sometimes also smaller

sets are used: artists using voice taken together

(singer, actor) vs artists not using voice (ballet

dancer, painter, ...). Ebling et al. (2012) describe

similar cases for the Swiss-German SL. And for

example when the sign is rather iconic, showing a

vertical versus a horizontal movement. In Dutch,

there is the verb ‘aanhaken’ (hook on), used both

to express hooking a painting on a hook in a wall

(vertical) and hooking a trailer on a car (horizon-

tal). In VGT and NGT, there are two different signs

that respectively show a more vertically or hori-

zontally oriented movement. Because this differ-

ence is not made in SpL, it is neither represented

in ODW nor OMW, so we may need to adapt ODW

in this respect as well.

Considerations of the similarities and differ-

ences between the two variants of the Dutch SLs

and of the Dutch SpLs point to the need to properly

address linguistic variations, if one wants to ade-

quately interlink or align those variants across lan-

guages and language types. It seems that the cur-

rent status of the OMW infrastructure cannot offer

Wordnet IDs to serve as pivot in those cases. We

thus need to address those issues in the next steps

of our representation work in RDF, and to inves-

tigate whether the current “vartrans” module22 of

OntoLex-Lemon is adequately formulated for this

22See https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/

#variation-translation-vartrans for more
details.
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task. An important lesson we can retain from this

section is that the generation of parallel data for SL

and SpL language variations is a challenging task.

8 A first Implementation of linking and

aligning Strategies in RDF/OntoLex

Listing 1 has already shown how we can encode in

RDF a Danish gloss and augment it with glosses or

lemmas from other languages, which we extracted

via the shared IDs implemented in OMW, pointing

back to the Danish video equipped with the corre-

sponding gloss. With the next Listings, we would

like to give an idea of how the RDF and OntoLex-

Lemon representation ensures the accurate linking

of information in a standardized and interoperable

way.

Listing 2 shows the encoding of the Danish

video already displayed in Figure 1 above, and

Listing 3 shows the RDF-based representation of

the corresponding gloss.

<http://example.org/dts#

SignVideos_dts-722.mp4>

rdf:type sl:SignVideos ;

sl:hasGLOSS dts:GLOSS_dts-722 ;

sl:hasVideoAdresss "https://www.

tegnsprog.dk/video/t/t_2162.mp4

"ˆˆrdf:HTML ;

rdfs:label "\"Video annotated with

the gloss ’FORSVARE’\""@en ;

.

Listing 2: The video annotated with the gloss “FORSVARE”
as an instance of the RDF class “sl:SignVideos”

dts:GLOSS_dts-722

rdf:type sl:GLOSS ;

rdfs:label "\"FORSVARE\""@da ;

.

Listing 3: The RDF-based representation of the gloss
“FORSVARE”

Listing 4 shows a corresponding lexical form

(in this case a lemma taken from OMW) and

links it to the video and to the gloss it is re-

lated to, also adding the SiGML notation, which is

the XML transcription of the original HamNoSys

code (Neves et al., 2020).

dts:Form_dts-722

rdf:type ontolex:Form ;

sl:hasGLOSS dts:GLOSS_dts-722 ;

sl:hasVideo <http://example.org/dts#

SignVideos_dts-722.mp4> ;

sl:hasVideoAdresss "https://www.

tegnsprog.dk/video/t/t_2162.mp4"ˆˆ

rdf:HTML ;

rdfs:label "\"Adding transcription

information associated with the

video with the gloss ’FORSVARE’\""

@en ;

ontolex:writtenRep "\"<sigml><hns_sign

gloss=’FORSVARE’><hamnosys_manual

><hamsymmlr/><hamfist/><hamparbegin

/><hamextfingeru/><hampalmd/><

hamplus/><hamextfingerr/><hampalmr

/><hamparend/><hamparbegin/><

hammoveu/><hamthumbside/><hamtouch

/><hamplus/><hamnomotion/><

hamparend/><hamrepeatfromstart/></

hamnosys_manual></hns_sign></sigml

>\"\""@hamnosys-sigml ;

ontolex:writtenRep "\"beskyttelse\""

@da ;

.

Listing 4: The RDF-based representation of the lexical form
related to the gloss “FORSVARE” and the corresponding
video

Finally, Listing 5 displays the lexical entry for

which the form is a morphological realisation. The

lexical entry is pointing to the OMW ID realised as

a lexical concept in OntoLex-Lemon, and which it-

self points to the video annotated by the one gloss.

dts:LexicalEntry_722

rdf:type ontolex:LexicalEntry ;

rdfs:label "\"forsvare, beskytte,

beskyttelse\""@da ;

ontolex:evokes wnid:omw-00817680-n ;

ontolex:lexicalForm dts:Form_722 ;

.

Listing 5: The RDF-based representation of the lexical entry,
which relates the concept and the form

The full RDF code will be made available in

a GitHub repository, so that interested colleagues

can contribute to future developments.

9 Conclusion

We proposed in this paper to investigate the possi-

bilities of a harmonised representation of data from

both spoken and sign languages that were origi-

nally stored in different formats in different loca-

tions. Basing ourselves on the works and issues

presented in Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7, we propose the

use of RDF and associated standardized vocabular-

ies or models (like OntoLex-Lemon) to support an

interoperable encoding for constitutive elements of

both SL and SpL resources and their interlinking

and alignment, whilst also stressing the importance

of following the principles of FAIR data.

We hope in this way to create a semantically or-

ganized repository of cross-lingual (both SLs and

SpL) data, especially in the field of low-resource

SLs, which can be of help for supporting the cre-

ation of data sets for training or evaluating NLP ap-

plications, thinking in the first place of automated

translation.
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Abstract

Sign language translation systems are

complex and require many components.

As a result, it is very hard to com-

pare methods across publications. We

present an open-source implementation

of a text-to-gloss-to-pose-to-video pipeline

approach, demonstrating conversion from

German to Swiss German Sign Lan-

guage, French to French Sign Language

of Switzerland, and Italian to Italian Sign

Language of Switzerland. We propose

three different components for the text-

to-gloss translation: a lemmatizer, a rule-

based word reordering and dropping com-

ponent, and a neural machine translation

system. Gloss-to-pose conversion occurs

using data from a lexicon for three differ-

ent signed languages, with skeletal poses

extracted from videos. To generate a sen-

tence, the text-to-gloss system is first run,

and the pose representations of the result-

ing signs are stitched together.

1 Introduction

Sign language plays a crucial role in communica-

tion for many deaf1 individuals worldwide. How-

ever, producing sign language content is often a

challenging, laborious, and time-consuming pro-

cess, requiring skilled translators/interpreters for

effective communication. Recent technological

advancements have led to the development of au-

tomated sign language translation systems, which

1We follow the recent convention of abandoning a distinction
between “Deaf” and “deaf”, using the latter term also to refer
to (deaf) members of the sign language community (Kusters
et al., 2017; Napier and Leeson, 2016).

have the potential to increase accessibility for the

deaf community and enhance communication.

One of the critical issues in this field is the lack

of a reproducible and reliable baseline for sign lan-

guage translation systems. Without a baseline, it is

challenging to measure the progress and effective-

ness of new methods and systems. Additionally,

the absence of such a baseline makes it difficult for

new researchers to enter the field, hampers com-

parative evaluation, and discourages innovation.

Addressing this gap, this paper presents an

open-source implementation of a text-to-gloss-to-

pose-to-video pipeline approach for sign language

translation, extending the work of Stoll et al.

(2018; 2020). Our main contribution is the de-

velopment of an open-source, reproducible base-

line that can aid in making sign language trans-

lation systems more available and accessible, par-

ticularly in resource-limited settings. This open-

source approach allows the community to identify

issues, work together on improving these systems,

and facilitates research into novel techniques and

strategies for sign language translation

Our approach involves three alternatives for

text-to-gloss translation, including a lemmatizer, a

rule-based word reordering and dropping compo-

nent, and a neural machine translation (NMT) sys-

tem. For gloss-to-pose conversion, we use lexicon-

acquired data for three signed languages, includ-

ing Swiss German Sign Language (DSGS), Swiss

French Sign Language (LSF-CH), and Swiss Ital-

ian Sign Language (LIS-CH). We extract skele-

tal poses using a state-of-the-art pose estimation

framework, and apply a series of improvements to

the poses, including cropping, concatenation, and

smoothing, before applying a smoothing filter.

D. Shterionov, M. De Sisto, M. Müller, D. Van Landuyt, R. Omardeen, S. Oboyle, A. Braffort, F. Roelofsen, F. Blain, B. Vanroy, E. Avramidis

Proceedings of the 2nd International Workshop on Automatic Translation for Signed and Spoken Languages, p. 25–36
Tampere, Finland, June 2023.



Suchen Sie eine Ärztin auf, wenn Sie Auskünfte oder Hilfe benötigen.

Sie-ix Auskünft+ oder Hilfe benötigen sie-IX Ärztin aufsuchen

SIE AUSKUNFT+ ODER HILFE

(missing)

SIE

(missing)

SUCHEN

Text-to-Gloss

Gloss Lookup

Gloss-to-Pose

Pose-to-Video

Figure 1: The figure depicts the entire pipeline of the proposed text-to-gloss-to-pose-to-video approach for sign language
translation. Starting with a German sentence, the system applies text-to-gloss translation, for example, using a rule-based word
reordering and dropping component. The resulting gloss sequence is used to search for relevant videos from a lexicon of Swiss
German Sign Language (DSGS). The poses of each relevant video are then extracted and concatenated in the gloss-to-pose step
to create a pose sequence for the sentence, which is then transformed back to a (synthesized) video using the pose-to-video
model. The figure demonstrates the transformation of the sentence “Suchen Sie eine Ärztin auf, wenn Sie Auskünfte oder Hilfe
benötigen.” (‘Seek out a doctor if you need information or assistance.’) to a sequence of glosses, the search for relevant videos
for each gloss, the concatenation of pose videos, and the final video output.

2 Background

Sign language translation can be accomplished

in various ways. In this section, we focus on

the pipeline approach that involves text-to-gloss,

gloss-to-pose, and, optionally, pose-to-video tech-

niques. The text-to-gloss technique translates

spoken language text into sign language glosses,

which are then converted into a sequence of poses

by gloss-to-pose techniques, and into a photoreal-

istic video using pose-to-video techniques.

This pipeline offers the benefit of preserving the

content of the sentence, while exhibiting a ten-

dency for verbosity and a lower degree of flu-

ency. In this section, we explore each of the

pipeline components comprehensively and exam-

ine recent progress in sign language translation uti-

lizing these methods.

2.1 Text-to-Gloss

Text-to-gloss, an instantiation of sign language

translation, is the task of translating between a spo-

ken language text and sign language glosses. It is

an appealing area of research because of its sim-

plicity for integrating in existing NMT pipelines,

despite recent works such as Yin and Read (2020)

and Müller et al. (2022) claim that glosses are

an inefficient representation of sign language, and

that glosses are not a complete representation of

signs (Pizzuto et al., 2006).

Zhao et al. (2000) used a Tree Adjoining Gram-

mar (TAG)-based system to translate English sen-

tences to American Sign Language (ASL) gloss

sequences. They parsed the English text and si-

multaneously assembled an ASL gloss tree, using

Synchronous TAGs (Shieber and Schabes, 1990;

Shieber, 1994), by associating the ASL elementary

trees with the English elementary trees and associ-

ating the nodes at which subsequent substitutions

or adjunctions can occur. Synchronous TAGs have

been used for machine translation between spoken

languages (Abeillé et al., 1991), but this was the

first application to a signed language.

Othman and Jemni (2012) identified the need

for a large parallel sign language gloss and spoken

language text corpus. They developed a part-of-

speech-based grammar to transform English sen-

tences from the Gutenberg Project ebooks collec-

tion (Lebert, 2008) into American Sign Language

gloss. Their final corpus contains over 100 million

synthetic sentences and 800 million words and is

the most extensive English-ASL gloss corpus we

know of. Unfortunately, it is hard to attest to the

quality of the corpus, as the authors did not evalu-

ate their method on real English-ASL gloss pairs.
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Egea Gómez et al. (2021) presented a syntax-

aware transformer for this task, by injecting word

dependency tags to augment the embeddings in-

putted to the encoder. This involves minor modifi-

cations in the neural architecture leading to neg-

ligible impact on computational complexity of

the model. Testing their model on the RWTH-

PHOENIX-Weather-2014T (Camgöz et al., 2018),

they demonstrated that injecting this additional in-

formation results in better translation quality.

2.2 Gloss-to-Pose

Gloss-to-pose, subsumed under the task of sign

language production, is the task of producing a

sequence of poses that adequately represent a se-

quence of signs written as gloss.

To produce a sign language video, Stoll et al.

(2018) construct a lookup table between glosses

and sequences of 2D poses. They align all pose

sequences at the neck joint of a reference skele-

ton and group all sequences belonging to the same

gloss. Then, for each group, they apply dynamic

time warping and average out all sequences in the

group to construct the mean pose sequence. This

approach suffers from not having an accurate set

of poses aligned to the gloss and from unnatural

motion transitions between glosses.

To alleviate the downsides of the previous work,

Stoll et al. (2020) construct a lookup table of gloss

to a group of sequences of poses rather than cre-

ating a mean pose sequence. They build a Motion

Graph (Min and Chai, 2012), which is a Markov

process used to generate new motion sequences

that are representative of natural motion, and select

the motion primitives (sequence of poses) per gloss

with the highest transition probability. To smooth

that sequence and reduce unnatural motion, they

use a Savitzky–Golay motion transition smoothing

filter (Savitzky and Golay, 1964).

2.3 Pose-to-Video

Pose-to-video, also known as motion transfer or

skeletal animation in the field of robotics and ani-

mation, is the conversion of a sequence of poses to

a video. This task is the final “rendering” of sign

language in a visual modality.

Chan et al. (2019) demonstrated a semi-

supervised approach where they took a set of

videos, ran pose estimation with OpenPose (Cao

et al., 2019), and learned an image-to-image trans-

lation (Isola et al., 2017) between the rendered

skeleton and the original video. They demon-

strated their approach on human dancing, where

they could extract poses from a choreography and

render any person as if they were dancing. They

predicted two consecutive frames for temporally

coherent video results and introduced a separate

pipeline for a more realistic face synthesis, al-

though still flawed.

Wang et al. (2018) suggested a similar method

using DensePose (Güler et al., 2018) represen-

tations in addition to the OpenPose (Cao et al.,

2019) ones. They formalized a different model,

with various objectives to optimize for, such as

background-foreground separation and temporal

coherence by using the previous two timestamps

in the input.

Using the method of Chan et al. (2019) on

“Everybody Dance Now”, Ventura et al. (2020)

asked, “Can Everybody Sign Now?” and inves-

tigated if people could understand sign language

from automatically generated videos. They con-

ducted a study in which participants watched three

types of videos: the original signing videos, videos

showing only poses (skeletons), and reconstructed

videos with realistic signing. The researchers eval-

uated the participants’ understanding after watch-

ing each type of video. The results of the study re-

vealed that participants preferred the reconstructed

videos over the skeleton videos. However, the

standard video synthesis methods used in the study

were not effective enough for clear sign language

translation. Participants had trouble understanding

the reconstructed videos, suggesting that improve-

ments are needed for better sign language transla-

tion in the future.

As a direct response, Saunders et al. (2020)

showed that like in Chan et al. (2019), where an

adversarial loss was added to specifically gener-

ate the face, adding a similar loss to the hand

generation process yielded high-resolution, more

photo-realistic continuous sign language videos.

To further improve the hand image synthesis qual-

ity, they introduced a keypoint-based loss function

to avoid issues caused by motion blur.

In a follow-up paper, Saunders et al. (2021)

introduced the task of Sign Language Video

Anonymisation (SLVA) as an automatic method

to anonymize the visual appearance of a sign lan-

guage video while retaining the original sign lan-

guage content. Using a conditional variational au-

toencoder framework, they first extracted pose in-
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formation from the source video to remove the

original signer appearance, then generated a photo-

realistic sign language video of a novel appearance

from the pose sequence. The authors proposed a

novel style loss that ensures style consistency in

the anonymized sign language videos.

3 Method

In this section, we provide an overview of our text-

to-gloss-to-pose-to-video pipeline, detailing the

components and how they work together to convert

input spoken language text into a sign language

video. The pipeline consists of three main compo-

nents: text-to-gloss translation, gloss-to-pose con-

version, and pose-to-video animation. For text-to-

gloss translation, we provide three different alter-

natives: a lemmatizer, a rule-based word reorder-

ing and dropping component, and a neural ma-

chine translation system. Figure 1 illustrates the

entire pipeline and its components.

3.1 Pipeline

Below, we describe the high-level structure of our

pipeline, including the text-to-gloss translation,

gloss-to-pose conversion, and pose-to-video ani-

mation components:

1. Text-to-Gloss Translation: The input (spo-

ken language) text is first processed by the

text-to-gloss translation component, which

converts it into a sequence of glosses.

2. Gloss-to-Pose Conversion: The sequence of

glosses generated from the previous step is

then used to search for relevant videos from

a lexicon of signed languages (e.g., DSGS,

LSF-CH, LIS-CH). We extract the skeletal

poses from the relevant videos using a state-

of-the-art pre-trained pose estimation frame-

work. These poses are then cropped, concate-

nated, and smoothed, creating a pose repre-

sentation for the input sentence.

3. Pose-to-Video Generation: The processed

pose video is transformed back into a synthe-

sized video using an image translation model,

based on a custom training of Pix2Pix.

3.2 Implementation Details

Our system accepts spoken language text as input

and outputs an .mp4 video file, or a binary .pose

file, which can be handled by the pose-format li-

brary (Moryossef and Müller, 2021) in Python and

JavaScript. The .pose file represents the sign lan-

guage pose sequence generated from the input text.

To make our system easy to use, we deploy it as an

HTTP endpoint that receives text as input and out-

puts the .pose file. We provide a demonstration of

our system using https://sign.mt, with sup-

port for the three signed languages of Switzerland.

We implement our pipeline using Python and

package it using Flask, a lightweight web frame-

work. This allows us to create an HTTP endpoint

for our application, making it easy to integrate with

other systems and web applications. Our system

is deployed on a Google Cloud Platform (GCP)

server, providing scalability and easy access. Fur-

thermore, we release the source code of our imple-

mentation as open-source software, allowing oth-

ers to build upon our work and contribute to im-

proving the accessibility of sign language transla-

tion systems.

By implementing our system as an open-source

Python application and deploying it as an HTTP

endpoint, we aim to facilitate collaboration and im-

provements to sign language translation systems.

4 Text-to-Gloss

We explore three different components as part of

text-to-gloss translation, including a lemmatizer

(§4.1), a rule-based word reordering and dropping

component (§4.2), and a neural machine transla-

tion (NMT) system (§4.3).

4.1 Lemmatizer

We use the Simplemma simple multilingual lem-

matizer for Python (Barbaresi, 2023). The lem-

matizer reduces words to their base form (i.e.,

lemma), which is useful for our case, as it helps

to preserve meaning while reducing the complex-

ity of the input. This approach is limited by the use

of the simplistic context-free lemmatizer, since no

sense information is captured in the lemma, which

causes ambiguity.

4.2 Word Reordering and Dropping

We generate near-glosses for sign language from

spoken language text using a rule-based approach.

The process from converting spoken language sen-

tences into sign language gloss sequences can be

naively summarized by a removal of word in-

flection, an omission of punctuation and specific

words, and word reordering. To address these dif-

ferences, we adopt the rule-based approach from
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Moryossef et al. (2021) to generate near-glosses

from spoken language: lemmatization of spoken

words, PoS-dependent word deletion, and word

order permutation. With their permission, we re-

share these rules:

Specifically, we use spaCy (Montani et al.,

2023) for lemmatization, PoS tagging and depen-

dency parsing. Unlike Simplelemma, the spaCy

lemmatizer is language specific and context based.

We drop words that are not content words (e.g.,

articles, prepositions), as they are largely unused

in signed languages, but keep possessive and per-

sonal pronouns as well as nouns, verbs, adjectives,

adverbs, and numerals. We devise a short list of

syntax transformation rules based on the grammar

of the sign language and the corresponding spoken

language. We identify the subject, verb, and ob-

ject in the input text and reorder them to match the

order used in the signed language. For example,

for German-to-German Sign Language (Deutsche

Gebärdensprache, DGS), we reorder SVO sen-

tences to SOV, move verb modifying adverbs and

location words to the start of the sentence (a form

of topicalization), move negation words to the end.

The specific rules we use for German to

DGS/DSGS are:

1. For each subject-verb-object triplet

(s, v, o) ∈ S , swap the positions of v
and o in S

2. Keep all tokens t ∈ S if PoS(t) ∈ {noun,

verb, adjective, adverb, numeral, pronoun}

3. If PoS(t) = adverb and HEAD(t) = verb,

move t to the start of S

4. If NER(t) = location, move t to the start of

S

5. If DEP(t) = negation, move t to the end of S

6. Lemmatize all tokens t ∈ S

We first split each sentence into separate clauses

and reorder them before we apply these rules to

each clause. Reordering the clauses may be needed

for conditional sentences where the conditional

subordinate clause should precede the main clause,

as in “if. . . then. . . ”. These rules allow us to trans-

form spoken language text into near-glosses that

more closely match the word order and structure

of sign language. Overall, our rule-based ap-

proach provides a flexible and effective way to

generate near-glosses for sign language from spo-

ken language text, with the ability to incorporate

language-specific rules to capture the nuances of

different sign languages. This approach employs a

more accurate lemmatizer, however, it still suffers

from word sense ambiguity.

4.3 Neural Machine Translation

As an alternative to rule-based transformations of

text to glosses, we train a neural machine transla-

tion (NMT) system.

Data We use the Public DGS Corpus, a publicly

available corpus of German Sign Language videos

with annotated glosses (Hanke et al., 2020). Ap-

pendix B explains our data loading and preprocess-

ing in more detail. We hold out a random sample

of 1k training examples each for development and

testing purposes. Table 1 shows an overview of the

number of sentence pairs in all splits.

Partition Available Languages

EN DGS·DE DGS·EN DE

Train 61912 61912 61912 61912
Dev 1000 1000 1000 1000
Test 1000 1000 1000 1000
Total 63912 63912 63912 63912

Table 1: Number of sentence pairs used for gloss models.
DGS·DE=original gloss transcriptions,
DGS·EN=DGS glosses translated to English.

Preprocessing Our preprocessing and model

settings are inspired by OPUS-MT (Tiedemann

and Thottingal, 2020). The only preprocessing

step that we apply to all data is Sentencepiece seg-

mentation (Kudo, 2018). We learn a shared vocab-

ulary with a desired total size of 1k pieces.

We additionally preprocess DGS glosses in a

corpus-specific way, informed by the DGS Corpus

glossing conventions (Konrad et al., 2022). The

exact steps are given in Appendix B.1. See Table

2 for examples for this preprocessing step. Overall

the desired effect is to reduce the number of ob-

served forms while not altering the meaning itself.

Core model settings We train NMT models with

Sockeye 3 (Hieber et al., 2022). The models

are standard Transformer models (Vaswani et al.,

2017), except with some hyperparameters modi-

fied for a low-resource scenario. E.g., dropout rate

is set to a high value of 0.5 for all dropout layers

of the model (Sennrich and Zhang, 2019).
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The NMT system itself is trained with three-way

weight tying between the source embeddings, tar-

get embeddings matrix and softmax output (Press

and Wolf, 2017).

We train a multilingual model, following the

methodology described in Johnson et al. (2017)

which inserts special tokens into all source sen-

tences to indicate the desired target language. For

comparison, we also train bilingual systems that

can translate in only one direction each. Our au-

tomatic evaluation confirms that one multilingual

system leads to higher translation quality than in-

dividual bilingual systems (see Appendix B.2).

4.4 Language Dependent Implementation

In this paper, we study three sign languages: LIS-

CH, LSF-CH and DSGS. For LIS-CH and LSF-

CH we always apply our simple lemmatizer (§4.1)

for the text-to-gloss step. The lemmatizer-only

component is universally applicable to many more

languages. However, it is worth noting that this ap-

proach does not capture the full spectrum of syn-

tactic and morphological changes necessary in go-

ing from a spoken language to a sign language,

which likely leads to suboptimal translations.

For DSGS, we explored different options for

text-to-gloss, comparing the lemmatizer (§4.1),

rule-based system (§4.2) and NMT system (§4.3).

We observed that the glosses output by the NMT

system are less accurate than rule-based reorder-

ing. A potential explanation for this is that the sys-

tem is trained on German Sign Language (DGS)

data. Due to the inherent differences between DGS

and DSGS, using the NMT system could result in

inaccurate translations or out-of-lexicon glosses.

Furthermore, we found that the NMT system is not

robust to out-of-domain text or capitalization dif-

ferences, which further limits its applicability in

these scenarios.

In the end, for DSGS we opted to employ our

rule-based system (§4.2), which has been tailored

to accommodate the unique linguistic characteris-

tics of DSGS, and produces the best results.

5 Gloss-to-Pose

Gloss-to-pose translation involves converting sign

language glosses into a sequence of poses that ad-

equately represent a sequence of signs.

We use the SignSuisse dataset (Schweizerischer

Gehörlosenbund SGB-FSS, 2023), which consists

of sign language videos in three different lan-

guages. We extract skeletal poses from these

videos using Mediapipe Holistic (Grishchenko and

Bazarevsky, 2020), a state-of-the-art pose estima-

tion framework that estimates 3D coordinates of

various landmarks on the human body, including

the face, hands, and body. We preprocess the poses

by ensuring that the body wrists are in the same

location as the hand wrists, removing the legs,

hands, and face from the body pose, and cropping

the videos in the beginning and end to avoid re-

turning to a neutral body position.

We concatenate the poses for each gloss by find-

ing the best ‘stitching’ point that minimizes L2 dis-

tance. We then concatenate these poses, adding 0.2

seconds of ‘padding’ in between, before applying

cubic smoothing on each joint to ensure smooth

transitions between signs, and filling in missing

keypoints. Finally, we apply a Savitzky-Golay mo-

tion transition smoothing filter (Savitzky and Go-

lay, 1964), similar to Stoll et al. (2020), to reduce

unnatural motion.

6 Pose-to-Video

We use a semi-realistic human-like avatar system

to animate the poses generated by our approach.

The avatar system is a Pix2Pix model (Isola et al.,

2016) adjusted to operate on pose sequences, not

individual images. With her permission, we use

the likeness of Maayan Gazuli2. We use OpenCV

(Bradski, 2000) to render the poses as images

and feed them into the Pix2Pix model to generate

realistic-looking video frames. The avatar system

can run in real-time on supported devices and is

integrated into https://sign.mt (Moryossef,

2023). This system is far from the state of the art,

however, we believe that the open-source nature of

it will bring rapid improvements, like faster infer-

ence speed, and higher animation quality.

7 Future Work

Here we include several future work directions that

we believe have the potential to further enhance the

performance and user experience of our system for

text-to-gloss-to-pose-to-video generation, and we

look forward to exploring these possibilities in the

future, together with the open-source community.

2https://nlp.biu.ac.il/˜amit/datasets/

GreenScreen/
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Before $INDEX1 ENDE1ˆ ANDERS1* SEHEN1 MÜNCHEN1B* BEREICH1A*
After $INDEX1 ENDE1 ANDERS1 SEHEN1 MÜNCHEN1 BEREICH1

Before ICH1 ETWAS-PLANEN-UND-UMSETZEN1 SELBST1A* KLAPPT1* $GEST-OFFˆ

BIS-JETZT1 GEWOHNHEIT1* $GEST-OFFˆ*
After ICH1 ETWAS-PLANEN-UND-UMSETZEN1 SELBST1 KLAPPT1 BIS-JETZT1

GEWOHNHEIT1

Table 2: Examples for preprocessing of DGS glosses.

7.1 Qualitative Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we

will conduct a study to gather first impressions

from deaf users. We already recruited a group of

deaf individuals and will ask them to use our sys-

tem to translate text into sign language videos.

Each participant will be asked to provide feed-

back on the system after using it to translate five

different sentences from German into DSGS. We

will provide the sentences to the participants, and

they will be asked to sign the translations gener-

ated by our system. After each sentence, the par-

ticipant will be asked to provide feedback on the

accuracy of the translation, the quality of the poses

and/or synthesized video, and the overall usability

of the system.

7.2 Gloss Sense Disambiguation

The current approach to text-to-gloss translation

relies on a simple lemmatizer and a rule-based

word reordering and dropping component, which

can lead to ambiguity in the glosses produced.

In the future, we can enhance our system by in-

corporating gloss sense disambiguation to better

capture the intended meaning of the input text.

Our NMT approach responds with gloss IDs from

the MeineDGS corpus, which already are sense-

disambiguated. Annotation of our sign language

lexicon with senses will allow us to retrieve the rel-

evant sense.

7.3 Handling Unknown Glosses

Where we encounter a gloss that does not exist

in our lexicon, we propose exploring alternative

methods to generate a video for it. One possible

solution is to leverage another lexicon that includes

a written representation of the gloss in question

(e.g., SignWriting (Sutton, 1990) or HamNoSys

(Prillwitz and Zienert, 1990)), or to employ a neu-

ral machine translation system to translate the in-

dividual concept to a writing system. Utilizing

the capabilities of machine translation to embed

words, we can perform a fuzzy match, addressing

issues such as synonyms.

Additionally, for named entities such as proper

nouns and place names that are not covered by our

current gloss-to-pose conversion system, we could

revert to fingerspelling them.

Once we have the written representation, we can

use a system like Ham2Pose (Shalev-Arkushin et

al., 2023) to generate a single sign video from the

writing. When combined with fingerspelling for

named entities, this approach should enable greater

coverage of the language.

7.4 Handling Unknown Gloss Variations

In situations where the required gloss variation is

not present in the lexicon but a related gloss exists,

we propose developing a system that can modify

the known gloss to generate the desired variation.

This would allow for better handling of unknown

gloss variations and increase the accuracy of the

information conveyed by the signing.

7.4.1 Number Forms

For words like KINDER (children), we may

encounter glosses such as KIND+, which repre-

sent “child” in plural form. Assuming that we

have KIND in our lexicon but not KINDER, a sys-

tem could be developed to modify signs to plural

forms, such as by repeating movements or incor-

porating specific handshapes or locations that in-

dicate plurality in the target sign language. Con-

versely, if we only have the plural form of a gloss

in our lexicon, the system could be designed to

generate the singular form by removing or modi-

fying the elements that indicate plurality.

7.4.2 Part of Speech Conversion

Another challenge arises when nouns or verbs

exist in the lexicon, but their counterparts do not.

For instance, if HELFEN (to help) is present in

the dictionary as a verb, but HILFE (help) does

not exist as a noun, a system could be designed

to modify signs from one part of speech to an-

other, such as from verb to noun or noun to verb.
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This system could potentially involve morpholog-

ical or movement modifications, depending on the

linguistic rules of the target sign language.

7.5 Post-editing Pose Sequences

The current approach generates a sequence of

poses that represent a sign language sentence. We

believe that there is also room for improvement in

terms of the fluency and naturalness of the gen-

erated sequence. Exploring the use of automatic

post-editing techniques is necessary. One such ap-

proach could identify datasets that include sen-

tences and gloss sequences, such as the Public

DGS Corpus, then, using our gloss-to-pose ap-

proach generate a pose sequence with poses from

the lexicon, and could learn a diffusion model be-

tween the synthetic and real pose sequences.

8 Conclusions

We presented an implementation of a text-to-gloss-

to-pose-to-video pipeline for sign language trans-

lation, focusing on Swiss German Sign Language,

Swiss French Sign Language, and Swiss Italian

Sign Language. Our approach comprises three

main components: text-to-gloss translation, gloss-

to-pose conversion, and pose-to-video animation.

We explained the structure of our system and

discussed its limitations, as well as future work di-

rections to address them. These directions have the

potential to improve our system, and we look for-

ward to exploring them in collaboration with the

open-source community.

The main contribution of this paper is the cre-

ation of a reproducible baseline for spoken to

signed language translation. The system should

serve as a baseline for comparison with more so-

phisticated sign language translation systems and

can be improved upon by the community. You can

try our system for the three signed languages of

Switzerland on https://sign.mt.
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A SacreBLEU Signatures

BLEU with internal tokenization BLEU+case.mixed+numrefs.1+smooth.exp+tok.13a+version.1.4.14

BLEU without internal tokenization BLEU+case.mixed+numrefs.1+smooth.exp+tok.none+version.1.4.14

CHRF chrF2+numchars.6+space.false+version.1.4.14

Table 3: SacreBLEU signatures for evaluation metrics.

B Corpus-specific Loading and Gloss Preprocessing

In general, we provide tools to automatically download all relevant examples from the corpus websites

and only keep examples that have both a spoken language translation and a gloss transcription. We

experiment with corpus-specific preprocessing for glosses, informed by sign language linguistics and the

glossing conventions of the corpora.

B.1 DGS Corpus

We download and process release 3.0 of the corpus. To DGS glosses we apply the following modifica-

tions derived from the DGS Corpus transcription conventions (Konrad et al., 2022):

• Removing entirely two specific gloss types that cannot possibly help the translation: $GEST-OFF

and $$EXTRA-LING-MAN.

• Removing ad-hoc deviations from citation forms, marked by *. Example: ANDERS1* →
ANDERS1.

• Removing the distinction between type glosses and subtype glosses, marked by ˆ. Example:

WISSEN2Bˆ→ WISSEN2B.

• Collapsing phonological variations of the same type that are meaning-equivalent. Such variants are

marked with uppercase letter suffixes. Example: WISSEN2B→ WISSEN2.

• Deliberately keep numerals ($NUM), list glosses ($LIST) and finger alphabet ($ALPHA) intact,

except for removing handshape variants.

See Table 2 for examples for this preprocessing step. Overall these simplifications should reduce the

number of observed forms while not affecting the machine translation task. For other purposes such as

linguistic analysis our preprocessing would of course be detrimental.

B.2 Evaluation: Text-to-Gloss NMT

We perform an automatic evaluation of translation quality. We measure translation quality with BLEU

(Papineni et al., 2002) and CHRF (Popović, 2016), computed with the tool SacreBLEU (Post, 2018).

See Table 3 in Appendix A for all SacreBLEU signatures.

Whenever gloss output is evaluated we disable BLEU’s internal tokenization, as advocated by Müller

et al. (2022). Earlier works did not consider this detail and therefore our BLEU scores may appear low

in comparison.

Finally, because DGS glosses are preprocessed in a corpus-specific way (see above), they are eval-

uated against a preprocessed reference as well, since this process cannot be reversed after translation.

This means that corpus-specific preprocessing for DGS glosses simplifies the translation task overall,

compared to a system that predicts glosses in their original forms.

Table 4 reports the translation quality of our machine translation systems, as measured by CHRF. The

table shows that one multilingual system that can translate between DGS and German leads to higher

translation quality than two bilingual systems.
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DGS→DE DE→DGS

Bilingual 28.610 -
Bilingual - 32.920

Multilingual: all DE and DGS directions 28.210 34.760

Table 4: CHRF scores of the multilingual translation system compared to bilingual systems.
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Abstract

One of the major challenges hampering

the development of language technology

which targets sign languages is the ex-

tremely limited availability of good qual-

ity data geared towards machine learning

and deep learning approaches. In this

paper we introduce the NGT-Dutch Ho-

tel Review Corpus (NGT-HoReCo), which

addresses this issue by providing multi-

modal parallel data in English, Dutch and

Sign Language of the Netherlands (NGT).

The corpus contains 297 hotel reviews in

written English (21.464 words), translated

into written Dutch (22.274 words) and into

NGT videos (230,54 minutes). It is pub-

licly available through the ELG and the

CLARIN platforms.

1 Introduction

As stated in Rivera Pastor et al. (2017), “The

emergence of new technological approaches such

as deep-learning neural networks, based on in-

creased computational power and access to size-

able amounts of data, are making Human Lan-

guage Technologies (HLT) a real solution to over-

coming language barriers.” Nevertheless, these

very promising advances mainly concern HLT

which focuses on spoken languages only, while

HLT which targets sign languages is severely lim-

ited and strongly lagging behind (Vandeghinste et

al., 2023).

This discrepancy between what has been

achieved for spoken languages and what is avail-

able for signed languages is due to a number of

© 2023 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
Commons 4.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CC-
BY-ND.

challenges which are limiting the development of

LT for signed languages (e.g. the lack of standard-

ised data format, the lack of a standardised writing

and annotation systems, etc.). For more details, see

De Sisto et al. (2022).

The biggest bottleneck limiting the performance

of new technological approaches for sign lan-

guages is the quantity of high quality data. To give

an example, on average the data available for a rel-

atively well resourced sign language is roughly ten

times smaller than data available for a so-called

low resource spoken language (Vandeghinste et al.,

forthcoming).

Besides the quantitative bottleneck, there is also

an issue with data quality. Besides data scarcity,

most of the parallel datasets which are available

consist of spoken language news broadcasts inter-

preted into a sign language (in most cases by a

hearing interpreter) (Camgoz et al., 2018). This

affects the authenticity and the quality of the sign

language data, since the interpreting process inter-

feres with its accuracy (interpretation takes place

simultaneously, which means that the interpreter

needs to be quick and sometimes has to sacri-

fice accuracy for efficiency), and most hearing in-

terpreters are not L1 users of the sign language

(an exception being interpreters who are CODA

— Children of Deaf Adults —and other specific

cases).

The goal of the compilation of the NGT-Dutch

Hotel Review Corpus (NGT-HoReCo) described

in this paper is to contribute to reducing the

scarcity of good quality sign language data by pro-

viding a multimodal parallel corpus of written En-

glish reviews and their translations into written

Dutch and into NGT videos. The quality is ensured

with respect to the authenticity of the NGT by the

fact that translations were performed by deaf pro-
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fessional translators. The accuracy of the transla-

tions is ensured by the fact that it concerns actual

translations, performed in an offline modus with-

out the constraints which are custom in an inter-

preting context.

The availability of a corpus such as NGT-

HoReCo targets the stimulation of advancements

in the field of sign language technology through

both high-quality data for training models as well

as a gold standard data for evaluation.

2 Related work

EASIER’s Deliverable 6.1 (Kopf et al., 2021) and

Morgan et al. (2022) provide an overview of the

resources available for European sign languages.

NGT, together with German Sign Language

(DGS), represent the richest sign languages in Eu-

rope in terms of available resources. Nevertheless,

data available even for relatively well-represented

sign languages are far from being sufficient for the

development of language technologies.

The main source of data for NGT is the

Corpus NGT (Crasborn et al., 2020), which is

available for download at the Language Archive

(https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/), in the

form of separate files, and as a single file

through the CLARIN infrastructure (http://

hdl.handle.net/10032/tm-a2-u5). It

contains 72 hours of dialogues between native

users of NGT. 104 signers took part to the record-

ings. One limitation of the corpus is that only 25%

of the data have been annotated (Crasborn et al.,

2020); this is due to the fact that to date annotation

is a manual and very-time consuming task (Mor-

gan et al., 2022). As a consequence, only part of

the Corpus NGT can be employed for MT tasks.

A different type of resource is constituted by

lexicons. The lexicon of the Corpus NGT (Cras-

born et al, 2020a) was made available by Global

Signbank and is downloadable per sign. It con-

sists of 3.645 short video files. Another available

NGT lexicon downloadable per sign is https:

//www.lerengebaren.nl/, which consists

of 2.993 videos.

3 Methodology: Preparation of the

corpus

The creation of NGT-HoReCo required prepara-

tion of data for both Dutch and NGT. After gath-

ering the publicly available English texts, these

were translated into written Dutch; subsequently,

the Dutch texts were translated offline into NGT

videos by professional deaf translators.

3.1 Translation from English into Dutch

Written English is the source language of the hotel

reviews from a Booking.com review corpus pub-

licly available on Kaggle.1 Reviews were selected

with an initial manual screening which ensured

that the texts were grammatically complete and

correct, and that the text did not contain uncom-

mon abbreviations. In some reviews with incom-

plete endings, final incomplete sentences were re-

moved and the review was kept, when removal did

not affect the meaning of the whole text; alterna-

tively, the whole review ending in an incomplete

sentence was removed.

The Dutch text side of the parallel corpus

was produced by a professional translation com-

pany which used automatic translation (generated

by DeepL) following and in-depth human post-

editing.

The DeepL translations of the 297 reviews con-

sists of 21.614 words, the post-edited version con-

sists of 22.284 words.2 An example entry is shown

in Table 1.

3.2 Translation from Dutch into Sign

Language of the Netherlands

The Dutch-NGT translation was performed by six

professional deaf translators. The choice of hav-

ing only deaf translators performing the task was

made in order to ensure that the signing would be

authentic and to reduce as much as possible the in-

fluence of the source language. For more details

about why to use deaf translators, see Vandeghin-

ste et al. (forthcoming). Translators were asked to

sign an informed consent form which allows the

data to be available under a CC BY-NC license.3

Each translation was recorded in a separate

video file. Each review was translated once by a

single translator.

An excel spreadsheet contains the written side

of the parallel corpus: a column containing the En-

glish source, a column containing the DeepL trans-

lation, a column containing the post-edited version

1https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/

datafiniti/hotel-reviews
2Calculated using the linux wc command.
3The project received ethical clearance from the Research
Ethics and Data Management Committee of Tilburg Univer-
sity
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Source All in all the stay was good , but they were having issues with the elevator which was

not good for being put on the 3rd floor

DeepL Al met al was het verblijf goed, maar ze hadden problemen met de lift die niet goed was

voor de 3e verdieping.

Video file NGT-HoReCo 1

Post-edit Al met al was het verblijf goed, maar ze hadden problemen met de lift, wat niet fijn is als

je op de 3e verdieping wordt geplaatst.

Table 1: Example entry with its translation by DeepL and the post-edited version

Figure 1: Length distribution of the post-edited Dutch trans-
lations, in bins of 10 words

and a column containing the name of the corre-

sponding NGT video file.

4 Results: NGT-HoReCo

The corpus comprises 297 hotel reviews (roughly

1.680 sentences) in written English, their transla-

tion into written Dutch and into NGT videos. The

limited domain of the data, namely, hospitality, al-

lows to have recurrent topics and signs in different

possible combinations and to account, to a certain

extent, for inter and intra signer variation.

The total amounts of words contained in the cor-

pus is 21.464 for English and 22.274 for the Dutch

text. The word length of the written reviews varies

from around 15 to 400 words. The distribution of

lengths in the post-edited translation is presented

in Figure 1, where the X-axis is the length of the

post-edited text, in bins of 10 words. The Y-axis is

the ratio of files with a certain length.

The NGT translations consist of almost 4 hours

of videos (230,54 minutes). The duration of the

NGT videos ranges from around 10 seconds to

around 4 minutes. The distribution of lengths of

the videos is presented in Figure 2, where the Y-

axis is the ratio of files and the X-axis is the dura-

tion in seconds, in bins of 10 seconds.

The corpus is publicly available through

Figure 2: Length distribution of the video files in bins of 10
seconds

the ELG platform at https://live.

european-language-grid.eu/

catalogue/corpus/21566, and is also made

available through the CLARIN platform. The per-

manent identifier for corpus download is http:

//hdl.handle.net/10032/tm-a2-w2.

NGT-HoReCo is available under a CC BY-NC

license, however, the written English text does not

have availability restrictions, being fully publicly

available in a Kaggle dataset.

5 Conclusion and future steps

In this paper we introduced a new available mul-

timodal parallel corpus of written English, written

Dutch and NGT videos. The corpus contains 297

hotel reviews in written English which were trans-

lated into written Dutch and into NGT videos. The

Dutch-NGT translations were performed by deaf

professional translators.

Parallel data such as NGT-HoReCo support fur-

ther developments of Sign Language Technology,

including but not limited to Sign Language Ma-

chine Translation.

A current limitation of the corpus is that there is

no alignment between written sentences and video

fragments. To date, there are no tools to automati-

cally generate such alignment; consequently, a fur-
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ther implementation of the corpus would include

manual alignment.

In addition, the size of the corpus is still quite

limited, due to time and cost restrictions of the

NGT-HoReCo project.

Nevertheless, the advantage of the availability

of parallel data such as NGT-HoReCo is that simi-

lar parallel corpora have the potential to be imple-

mented with additional features and languages.

For instance, having the same reviews translated

by more NGT translators coming from different

parts of the Netherlands would account for lan-

guage variation. We have considered this option

but decided to first focus on having as many re-

views translated as possible. Nevertheless, this

would be a valuable direction for an implementa-

tion of the corpus.

Currently we have initiated a further develop-

ment of NGT-HoReCo to also include Flemish

Sign Language (VGT). Adding VGT is of par-

ticular interest because NGT and VGT, despite

not being closely related languages, both base

their mouthing on Dutch and are generally used

in countries where Dutch is (one of) the official

language(s). Additionally, NGT-HoReCo is going

to be enriched with different types of annotations,

such as pose estimates, etc.
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Abstract

BSL-Hansard is a novel open source and

multimodal resource composed by com-

bining Sign Language video data in BSL

and English text from the official tran-

scription of British parliamentary sessions.

This paper describes the method followed

to compile BSL-Hansard including time

alignment of text using the MAUS (Schiel,

2015) segmentation system, gives some

statistics about this dataset, and suggests

experiments. These primarily include end-

to-end Sign Language-to-text translation,

but is also relevant for broader machine

translation, and speech and language pro-

cessing tasks.

1 Introduction

In the United Kingdom (UK), there are an esti-

mated 151,000 British Sign Language (BSL) sign-

ers according to the British Deaf Association1

many of whom constitute the d/Deaf and Hard-of-

Hearing (DHH) community in that country. BSL

is a flourishing language, and has seen a 40% in-

crease in the number of people who identify their

main language as BSL in the ten years between the

2011 and 2021 Census in England and Wales2.

d/Deaf signers prefer to access information and

use technology in their native language (Yin et

al., 2021) which is, in many cases, a sign lan-

guage (SL). However, technologies such as ma-

© 2023 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
Commons 4.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CC-
BY-ND.
1https://bda.org.uk/help-resources/
2https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/
culturalidentity/language/bulletins/languageenglandandwales/
census2021#main-languages-varied-across-england-and-
wales

chine translation (MT) for sign languages (SLT)

are much less well-established compared to their

spoken language counterparts (Bragg et al., 2019;

Núñez-Marcos et al., 2023). This means that many

DHH individuals must opt for resources in their

non-primary language, often the ambient spoken

language in the territory - for example English

where BSL is used.

In recent years, there has been marked progress

in the provision of information and services for

BSL signers. For example, a growing proportion

of public service television broadcasting is avail-

able with BSL interpretation and members of the

DHH community are becoming more prominent in

the national media3. The recent British Sign Lan-

guage Act 2022 has also enshrined in law BSL’s

status as an official language of England, Scotland,

and Wales. However, there remains a compara-

tively small amount of data available to develop

language technology resources for BSL. The BSL-

Hansard dataset intends to make a large amount of

parallel English-BSL data available to researchers.

Section 2 explores resources available for BSL,

before Sections 3 and 4 introduce and describe the

parallel BSL-Hansard dataset of English-BSL par-

liamentary utterances. Section 5 then discusses

possible uses and experiments with the dataset, and

offers concluding remarks.

2 BSL resources

There is already a body of extant resources avail-

able for SLT research using BSL. Perhaps the most

prominent is the BSL Corpus (Schembri et al.,

2013) which is the first digitised corpus of continu-

ous BSL. It contains an impressive amount of vari-

3https://www.theguardian.com/society/2021/dec/25/rose-
ayling-elliss-strictly-come-dancing-win-gives-deaf-children-
huge-confidence-boost
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ation from elicited and natural conversation, with

249 signers across eight British cities and is in-

tended for a broad range of research tasks. An-

notation is currently incomplete, so it is important

to pursue other data collection projects. There ex-

ist other resources for BSL including the ECHO

corpus (Brugman et al., 2004) with sign video and

extensive linguistic annotation, and Dicta-Sign4

which contains isolated sign videos.

Another resource is the BOBSL (Albanie et al.,

2021) parallel English-BSL dataset. Similar to

BSL-Hansard, BOBSL was created by collating

1, 400h of a broad range of BBC television pro-

grammes and their companion BSL interpretation.

It is a valuable resource which is large enough to

conduct machine learning research, shown by the

researchers’ experiments on SLT, sign language

recognition (SLR), and sentence alignment. How-

ever it seems that although the corpus is free to use,

each researcher must request access individually

which makes it impractical to leverage its data in

large, commercial projects (De Sisto et al., 2022).

Other resources may be generated through data

augmentation, transfer learning, and bootstrap-

ping techniques from better-resourced SLs such

as American Sign Language or from spoken lan-

guages (Moryossef et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021).

This type of data may be suboptimal (Yin and

Read, 2020) as they are not a genuine representa-

tion of a SL, and the same may be said about data

from SL interpretation (Bragg et al., 2021). How-

ever, these are currently frequently-utilised ways

of obtaining sufficient quantities of data for data-

hungry machine learning approaches.

2.1 BSL in Parliament

There has been BSL interpretation for every edi-

tion of Prime Minister’s Questions (PMQs) and

Budget statements in the British House of Com-

mons since early 20205. More recently (since Jan-

uary 2023), the session immediately before PMQs

is interpreted. In addition, there are plans to inter-

pret a greater number and wider range of parlia-

mentary from summer 2023 which will provide an

even larger amount of parallel data available.

Every session in the UK Parliament is tran-

scribed in English in a “substantially verbatim”6

4https://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/dicta-sign/portal/
5https://www.parliament.uk/business/news
6As well as text on parliamentary procedure, “members’
words are recorded, and then edited to remove repetitions and
obvious mistakes, albeit without taking away from the mean-

Figure 1: Signer framing type in SL videos

manner, and is kept as public record in Hansard.

Every session is also publicly available in video

and audio on the Parliamentlive.tv web service. As

such, this allows for alignment in parallel between

BSL video and English text and audio. The follow-

ing sections first describe the amount of data that

is available and used for the purpose of compiling

this parallel resource, followed by the method used

to compile it, and then a discussion of its use and

place in the wider literature.

3 Dataset statistics

BSL-Hansard contains 86h40m of SL video in

.mp4 format from 19 individual signers. There

is no additional demographic information, as

there is no extant source of the interpreters self-

identifying. Appendix 1 shows the amount of ses-

sions interpreted by each signer by alias, as well

as a suggested split into train, development, and

test splits whereby no individual signer appears in

more than one of these sets. The exact split is 62%

for training, 18% for development, and 20% for

test. These sets are slightly uneven due to the fact

that some signers co-appear in some videos.

The videos frame the signer in two distinct

ways, shown in Figure 1. The first separates the

signer into a box with a plain background (left),

which takes up approximately one third of the

video frame. The second superimposes the signer

in the bottom right-hand corner of the screen over a

mixture of footage from partially the parliamentary

chamber and partially a plain background (right).

There are 34 instances of the former type in the

corpus, and 78 instances of the latter.

The accompanying transcripts total 871k words

in English, which are aligned on timestamped

sentences to the appropriate video. There are

18.9k unique words where 4.6k overlap with the

large SignBSL7 dictionary resource. The most

frequently-occurring non-stopword in the dataset

is “prime” which appears 8.7k times. There are

112 individual sessions, and the nine session types

ing of what is said” (https://hansard.parliament.uk/)
7https://www.signbsl.com/about
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are distinguished by video and transcript titles in

the dataset. Appendix 1 provides information

about the types of parliamentary session which

make up the dataset and define how the files are

labelled.

4 Dataset compilation

Videos in .mp4 format are manually downloaded

from the Parliamentlive.tv web service, and the

official transcripts are manually downloaded from

the Hansard web page.

The videos and texts are then processed pre-

dominantly using the functionality of the Munich

Automatic Segmentation System (MAUS) (Schiel,

2015). MAUS is a Hidden Markov Model-based

statistical forced aligner which first predicts the

phonetic label based on an input transcript, and

then aligns the predicted phones with an input au-

dio signal. This service is available on the web

(Kisler et al., 2017), and can be used with other

functionalities such as pre-processing, grapheme-

to-phoneme conversion, and subtitle generation.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the processing

tasks and file types involved. A given input video

with a maximum duration of no more than nine

minutes is matched with the appropriate Hansard

transcript, and converted to .wav format using the

ffmpeg library. The input text is pre-processed by

removing all content inside parentheses and square

brackets, as well as the first three lines of proce-

dure in each Hansard document.

The resulting .txt and .wav files are input into the

‘WebMAUS Basic’8 web service where the British

English language model is chosen, and output for-

mat is set to .bpf - a file type which allows for time

alignment between the phonetic transcription and

the audio signal.

The text file containing the original transcrip-

tion and the aligned .bpf file are subsequently input

into the BAS ‘Subtitle’9 web tool which maps the

alignment with the original transcript in order to

generate sentence-type utterances. In order to pre-

serve full phrases as well as possible, the parame-

ters are set to split subtitles on punctuation marks,

or otherwise at a maximum length of 20 words -

the result is output to .vtt file format. These files

may be converted to a researcher-friendly .csv or

8https://clarin.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/BASWebServices
/interface/WebMAUSBasic
9https://clarin.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/BASWebServices
/interface/Subtitle

.json formats by means of straightforward, freely-

available conversion scripts10.

4.1 Dataset storage, usage and

reproducibility

This dataset is stored as open access in a Zenodo11

repository. The processing scripts and tools, as

well as tools to isolate the signer in both framing

types, are stored in a Github repository12.

BSL-Hansard is stored in this way due to the

terms of use13 of the UK Parliament’s web ser-

vices. It is possible to store excerpts of parliamen-

tary sessions in a manner available to everyone, but

in context and without editing or manipulating the

video or audio feeds in any way. It also allows this

resource to be available on a platform which is ro-

bust and secure.

5 Uses, discussion and future steps

It is possible for researchers, particularly those

on machine translation between signed and spo-

ken languages, to use BSL-Hansard in many ways.

This section describes some experiments that are

possible to conduct with this data, and experiments

that will improve the data inside the dataset. It also

describes some of the limitations of the dataset and

this type of dataset in general. Finally, there is a

brief note on the extensibility of this dataset and

the methods used to compile it before some con-

cluding remarks.

5.1 Sign Language translation

The first is end-to-end (E2E) sign language trans-

lation, in other words going from sign lan-

guage video directly to text. These methods are

based on Transformer encoder-decoder architec-

ture (e.g. (Liu et al., 2020)). A system introduced

in Camgöz et al. (2020) can jointly learn SLR and

translation, and negates the need to go through an

intermediate step of SL gloss-to-text transforma-

tion. They achieved state-of-the-art performance

at the time on the PHOENIX-Weather (Camgöz et

al., 2018) German Sign Language corpus. An in-

teresting next step would be to implement an E2E

method using BSL-Hansard videos. The BOBSL

10e.g. https://github.com/iTrauco/vtt-to-csv-python-script
11https://zenodo.org/record/7974945
12https://github.com/LaSTUS-TALN-UPF/BSL-Hansard-
tools
13https://www.parliament.uk/site-information/copyright-
parliament/pru-licence-agreements/downloading–sharing-
terms–conditions/
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Figure 2: Processing pipeline between input video and text into time-aligned labelled text, including the file input and output
types involved. The dataset is made up of the video files and time aligned text captions (pictured, top right).

authors (Albanie et al., 2021) did implement an

E2E transformer-based methodology with limited

success (1.00 BLEU-4), citing the unconstrained

settings, large vocabulary and wide domain of their

dataset. It is possible that better results may be

achieved on this dataset despite its much smaller

size as it is much more domain-specific by only

containing parliamentary exchanges.

It may also be beneficial to implement other

E2E methods, such as the recent SLTUNET

model (Zhang et al., 2023). Also, the STMC trans-

former (Yin and Read, 2020) has been shown to

outperform Camgöz et al. (2020)’s results and to

be generalisable to other datasets.

5.2 Annotation, alignment and recognition

As E2E translation is the only translation type pos-

sible, due to the SL video not having annotations,

it may be beneficial to label this dataset with SL

glosses. Fortunately, BSL has rich dictionary re-

sources to draw from with relatively large vocabu-

lary sizes.

Outwith the joint approach in E2E SLT, la-

belling can be achieved through continuous

SLR (Wadhawan and Kumar, 2021). The two

different video framing settings may be challeng-

ing, but signers are consistently directly facing the

camera and dressed in grey formal clothing.

While the dataset is labelled with aligned En-

glish text, it is also possible to perform align-

ment as an automated annotation strategy known

as ‘sign spotting’. As proposed in Albanie et

al. (2020), keywords may be spotted through

mouthings (a frequently-used articulator in SL in-

ventories) using computer vision techniques. In

addition, signs can be spotted through comparing

them to SL lexicons - as previously mentioned,

these are well resourced for BSL. Sign spotting

may be a fruitful technique for this dataset specif-

ically, as parliamentary procedure makes terms

such as ‘Mr. Speaker’ or ‘prime minister’ occur

very frequently which means these can be used as

temporal keypoints for further annotation.

These methods may be considerably less accu-

rate than manual transcription, but are far less hu-

man resource-intensive.

5.3 Limitations and opportunities

The main limitation of interpreted SL data, which

makes up all of BSL-Hansard, is that it lacks

the naturalness and regional (Sutton-Spence and

Woll, 1999) and sociolinguistic (Lucas and Bay-

ley, 2016; Schembri et al., 2018) variation of na-

tive and conversational BSL. It is also important

to note that interpreted SL may not convey the en-

tire message of the spoken language data due to

brevity restrictions and errors which naturally oc-

cur during live interpretation. That being said, this

data is still valuable as the sheer amount of parallel

sentences in one domain allow the implementation

of machine learning techniques.

This dataset is also readily extensible, as there

is a constant and increasing stream of BSL-

interpreted parliamentary sessions becoming avail-

able. It may also be possible to extend this method-

ology of dataset compilation into, for example, the

Scottish and Catalan Parliaments which both have

signed video and official transcripts available to

download.
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Appendix 1: Dataset statistics

Type Description Total

PMQs Prime Minister’s Questions 110

Budget Financial statements/budgets

from the Chancellor of the

Exchequer

7

Covid Statements about the Coron-

avirus pandemic

4

NIQs Questions to the Secretary of

State for Northern Ireland

2

SCQs Questions to the Secretary of

State for Scotland

2

WEQs Questions to the Minister for

Women and Equality

2

AGQs Questions to the Attorney Gen-

eral

1

CYQs Questions to the Secretary of

State for Wales

1

SITQs Questions to the Minister for

Science Technology and Innova-

tion

1

Afghanistan Updates on the conflict in

Afghanistan

1

Table 1: Session types and frequency in the dataset

Signer # sessions Partition

S101 1 Test

S102 16 Train

S103 2 Test

S104 2 Train

S105 1 Dev

S106 1 Test

S107 6 Train

S108 7 Train

S109 3 Train

S201 5 Test

S202 4 Dev

S203 10 Test

S204 15 Dev

S205 24 Train

S207 16 Train

S208 1 Test

S209 1 Train

S210 6 Test

S211 2 Dev

Table 2: Individual signer IDs used in the corpus, number of
occurrences in sessions, and place in the dataset partition
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Abstract 

This work is part of ongoing research work 

that focuses on the linguistic analysis and 

computational description of five different 

Sign Languages (SLs), namely Irish Sign 

Language (ISL), Flemish Sign Language 

(VGT), Dutch Sign Language (NGT), 

Spanish Sign Language (LSE), and British 

Sign Language (BSL). This work will be 

leveraged to inform the development of sign 

language (SL) lexicon entries for a Sign 

Language Machine Translation (SLMT) 

system. In particular, this research focuses on 

ISL. We investigate the existence of 

constructions similar to or equivalent in 

functionality to gerunds in spoken language, 

in particular, English. The preliminary 

findings indicate that in order to interpret if 

gerund constructions do indeed exist within 

ISL, further analysis and investigation is 

necessary, in particular within the domain of 

aspect and aspectual marking in signed 

languages. 

1 Introduction 

Sign languages are articulated using the visual-

gestural modality, unlike spoken languages, which 

use the auditory-vocal modality (Perlman et al., 

2018). Sign languages make use of Manual Features 

(MFs) and Non-Manual Features (NMFs). MFs 

involve the use of handshapes and their location and 

movement, and the palm orientation, whereas NMFs 

make use of the head, eye gaze, facial expressions, 

 
1https://signon-project.eu/about-signon/the-

signon-project/ 

and body movement within gestural space (Leeson 

and Saeed 2012, p. 79).  

    Despite the significant technological advances in 

the computational processing of spoken languages, 

which is supported by extensive scientific research, 

signed languages have not received nearly as much 

attention. This issue has resulted in the exclusion of 

deaf and hard-of-hearing individuals and has further 

contributed to the marginalisation of a minority group 

that is already under-resourced due to limited access 

to language technologies and tools that can 

effectively facilitate communication (Murtagh et al., 

2021).  Furthermore, there is a lack of research with 

regard to gerund constructions in SLs. This research 

work will involve a comprehensive linguistic analysis 

of gerund constructions across five sign languages.  

This research work will provide insight into the role 

that gerunds play within SLs with regard to the 

expression of ongoing events and actions as well as 

the formation of complex sentences.     

2 Motivation 

This research is part of the SignON project, which is 

a project concerned with bridging the communication 

gap between deaf, hard-of-hearing, and hearing 

individuals across Europe. One of the larger aims of 

the SignON project is to develop an application that 

will facilitate the translation between signed and 

spoken languages using different forms (text, video, 

and audio). As part of the project objectives, 

researchers will collaborate to guarantee equity in the 

dissemination of information and digital content 

across European societies1. 

    This work will inform the development of SL 

lexicon entries within the SignON project. These 
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lexicon entries will be used within the Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) pipeline, in the 

development of a SLMT computational engine.   This 

work is motivated by the lack of efficient SLMT, 

which is still in its early stages (Shterionov et al. 

2022). Recent work within this domain includes the 

use of Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) and the 

Sign_A framework to provide SL lexicon entries for 

an SLMT system. (Murtagh et al.,  2022). This work 

focuses on the development of SL lexicon entries that 

are robust enough to accommodate SLs (ibid.). 

    Section 3 will provide a summary of our 

methodology, data, and tools that are used to facilitate 

the analysis.  

3 Methodology 

This initial phase of this research work deals with 

investigating the existence of gerunds within signed 

languages, in particular to this research, ISL. 

3.1 Data 

The Signs of Ireland Corpus (SOI) is used within this 

research work. The SOI corpus consists of data that is 

collected from 40 male and female participants from 

the following part of the Republic of Ireland: Dublin, 

Cork, Galway, Waterford and Wexford. The 

participants engaged in two forms of stories: the frog 

story, which is used for cross-linguistic studies, and a 

personal story from the participant’s life (Leeson et 
al., 2006). 

3.2 Viewing the corpus 

ELAN (EUDICO Linguistic Annotator) is used to 

view the SOI Corpus. ELAN is a software application 

that facilitates creating annotations for video data. It 

was developed by the Max Planck Institute for 

Psycholinguistics, The Language Archive, Nijmegen, 

The Netherlands (https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/elan) 

(Wittenburg et al., 2006). The software provides 

multiple tiers that represent annotations of MFs and 

NMFs for the ISL sentences being articulated. The 

SOI corpus is annotated using lexical glossing, which 

is a method of expressing the meaning of signs using 

English text. Glosses, which are provided in block 

capitals, are used to reflect the meaning of a sign or 

multiple signs in a spoken language (Vermeerbergen, 

2006). A manual annotation approach is used for the 

investigation of gerunds within the data. Section 4 

provides an overview of gerunds as linguistic 

phenomena in English. 

4 Gerunds as linguistic phenomena 

Gerunds in spoken language, in particular spoken 

English, present themselves with the suffixation -ing 

at the end of a verb (Huddleston and Pullum 2016, p. 

81). Example 1 provides an example of a gerund, 

where the verb destroying includes the suffixation -

ing (ibid., p. 81). 

Example 1 

“Destroying the files was a serious mistake.” 

    Biber et al. (1999) provided an account of gerunds 

in English with many examples. Gerunds may be 

used as subjects (Example 2(a)), extra-posed subjects 

(Example 2(b)), subject complements (Example 

2(c)), direct objects (Example 2(d)), prepositional 

objects (Example 2(e)), or complements of 

preposition (Example 2(f)) (ibid., pp. 201-202). 

Example 2 

(a) Eating cakes is pleasant. 

(b) It can be pleasant eating cakes. 

(c) What I'm looking forward to is eating cakes. 

(d) I can't stop eating cakes. 

(e) I dreamt of eating cakes. 

(f) She takes pleasure in eating cakes. 

    However, additional forms of verbs that use the 

same suffixation: present participle and past 

progressive are used with -ing. Some verbal nouns 

and deverbal nouns use -ing as one of many forms for 

nominalisation purposes (Taher 2015). This issue 

makes the distinction of gerund forms from other 

forms that use -ing suffixation challenging due to the 

similarity in representation (ibid.). 

    Leeson and Saeed (2012) refer to constructions in 

ISL that are equivalent in functionality to gerunds in 

English. In Example 3(a), the sign PRESENT is used 

to form the meaning presenting in English, whereas 

in Example 3(b), the reduplication of the sign THINK 

is used to convey the meaning of thinking. 

Example 3 

(a) HOW YOU (c INDEX f) FEEL FIRST 

PRESENT 

“How did you feel about presenting?” 

       (Leeson and Saeed, 2012, p. 105) 

(b) INDEX+c CANNOT STOP THINK++ 

“I cannot stop thinking [about it]” 

       (Leeson and Saeed, 2012, p. 164) 

5 Findings 

The following examples provide a mapping of ISL 

translations to English language usage, however, 

before we can decipher how to define a gerund in 

terms of signed language and if these examples do 

indeed reflect instances of gerunds in ISL, we must 

apply further analysis and investigation.  
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5.1 Gerunds and classifier constructions  

As shown in Example 4, the morpheme “LIFTS” 
within the construction JEEP-LIFTS-CAR conveys 

the nominal use of lifting. 

Example 4 

JEEP-HITS-UNDER-CAR  JEEP-LIFTS-CAR 

‘The jeep hit the car, lifting it up’ 
SOI Corpus Nicholas (22) personal stories (Wexford) 

5.2 Gerunds and reduplication of the verb 

In ISL, the reduplication of a verb sign may act 

similarly to verb inflection in spoken languages 

(Leeson and Saeed, 2012, p. 104). Findings provide 

instances, where the repetition of a sign can refer to 

pluralisation. In Example 5, the use of reduplication 

of the sign BEE serves to pluralise the sign BEE. 

Example 5 

LOT-OF BEE++ IN DRINK  

“Lots of bees in (my) drink.”  
SOI Corpus Mary (30) personal stories (Cork) 

    In Example 6(a), the reduplication of the verb sign 

MEET communicates meeting. In Example 6(b), the 

reduplication of the sign LICK communicates the 

action of licking. 

Example 6 

(a) INDEX+c* LIVE BEFORE* LIVE 

RATHMINES  INDEX+c*  GROW-UP  

ALWAYS  MEET++  DEAF*  

“Previously, I lived in Rathmines and grew up 
always meeting deaf.” 

SOI Corpus Geraldine (20) personal stories 

(Dublin)     

(b) CONTINUE+ COME-OVER LICK-DRINK 

LICK++++ INDEX+c DRINK 

“(The dog) came over again, licking my drink.” 

SOI Corpus Eilish (10) Personal Stories (Dublin)   

5.3 Gerunds and the citation form of the verb 

In Example 7, the sign PLAY is used to express the 

action of playing. 

Example 7 

CONTINUE BASKETBALL PLAY 

“Continue playing basketball.” 

SOI Corpus Caroline (15) Personal Stories (Dublin) 

5.4 -ing suffix in sign language 

Sign reduplication and classifier constructions appear 

to be significantly important with regard to the 

investigation of gerunds in SL. Example 8 shows 

some other uses of both. In Example 8(a), the 

reduplication of the sign RAIN marks an ongoing 

activity of the verb, accompanied by the sign NOW, 

resulting in an articulation equivalent in linguistic 

terms, to the present participle English verb raining. 

Similarly in Example 8(b), the reduplication of the 

sign WANT marks an ongoing activity of the verb 

want, which it is linguistically equivalent to the 

present participle verbs wanting or asking in English. 

In Example 8(c), the reduplication of the sign 

EXPLAIN serves as past progressive explaining due 

to the mention of tense at the beginning of the 

utterance. In the case of classifier construction DOG-

SITTING-UP-WITH-PAWS in Example 8(d), the 

sign SITTING serves as past progressive sitting.  

Example 8 

(a) RECENT  DRY*  RECENT  DRY*  BUT  

RAIN++  NOW  RAIN+++ 

“Recently, it was dry but now it is raining.” 

SOI Corpus Nicholas (22) personal stories 

(Wexford)   

(b) WANT+++  ALL  FOUR  CHILDREN  WANT 

++  MOTHER  HELP-ME 

“The four children are asking their mother for 
help.” 

SOI Corpus Frankie (11) Personal Stories 

(Dublin)   

(c) MOTHER  EXPLAIN++  LOW  RATHMINES  

ROAD  STRONG  LIVE  DEAF 

“My mother was explaining that the deaf lived 
in the lower road of Rathmines.” 

SOI Corpus Geraldine (20) Personal Stories 

(Dublin) 

(d) THAT  NIGHT  *DOG  DOG-SITTING-UP-

WITH-PAWS  WAIT   

“That night, the dog was sitting up with paws, 
waiting.” 

SOI Corpus Fiona (36) Frog story (Waterford) 

6 Conclusions and future work 

We have outlined here our preliminary research 

towards accommodating gerunds within the sign 

language lexicon. We have provided a mapping of 

ISL translations to English language usage. The 

preliminary findings indicate that to correctly 

interpret if gerund constructions do indeed exist 

within signed languages, further analysis and 

investigation is necessary, in particular within the 

domain of aspect and aspectual marking in signed 

languages and spoken languages. 

    There are many challenging obstacles with regard 

to the process of identification of these constructions 

within signed languages. Even if verb reduplication 

conveys the meaning of an inflected verb with -ing 

(in English), the context determines whether the 

construction is a present participle construction or 
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past progressive, due to the use of aspect or tense. 

With regard to SL, in some cases, reduplication refers 

to pluralisation and does not convey any other 

meaning (e.g. the repetition of the sign BEE in 

Example 5, in which it serves as plural (bees)). 

    Future work will focus on gathering more evidence 

with regard to gerunds within signed languages. 

Further investigation will be carried out in terms of 

the morphological characteristics of gerund 

constructions within signed languages, alongside an 

analysis of their contextual usage.  
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